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Atchley blames state for $50 surcharge
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
President Bill Atchley held a press conference Tuesday afternoon to discuss a proposed $50 surcharge which, if effective, is
designed to offset a portion of an anticipated $1.5 million budget shortfall.
"The surcharge is a one-time thing," said
Atchley, "it will not be a new addition to
the student's bill."
Atchley further stated that although letters were sent to the students during

Christmas break explaining the surcharge,
the fee itself is not final.
"We were asked to come up with a plan
by the Budget and Control Board. What we
did was to minimize cuts in quality, along
with having the surcharge."
Cuts have been made as far as hiring for
frozen positions. And departments are being asked to cut back even further on any
non-essential items and positions.
Atchley explained the need for increased
fees as being a problem in the legislation of
the state. "When an employee is given a

raise, essentially, the state only pays 75 percent of it, the institution must pay the
rest," said Atchley.
"We have to have a way to generate the
rest of the raise, and we have to do it
without cutting the quality of education
here at Clemson."
Atchley assures students that he will do
everything in his power to prevent student
fees from going up, but the fee increases
aren't up to him, he said. However, he does
realize that fees can't keep going up.
"The state is going to have to start put-

ting some money back into Clemson," said
Atchley. It is his belief that as long as the
present level of education is maintained,
and as long as enrollment stays up, the state
must come to realize that Clemson is worth
reinvesting money in.
However, Atchley further stated that a
great deal of responsibility will now remain
with the student.
"If a student wants a quality education,
he is going to have to pay for it," said
Atchley.

Trustees approve name change for college
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
The board of trustees ratified in
December changing the name of the College
of Industrial Management and Textile
Science to the College of Commerce and
Industry.
In addition, the college will be divided
into three schools: the School of Textiles,
the School of Business and the School of
Accountancy. The name change is now in
effect, and the reorganization will be effective July 1.
According to Ryan C. Amacher, dean of
the college, the intent of the reorganization
and renaming is to provide programs with
more identity and appeal to their constituencies. Besides allowing the schools to interact more effectively because of the
visibility the new names will create, the
reorganization will aid in the recruitment of
students and professors.
Amacher said that he is not trying to
model the college after any at a particular
school but rather to make it look more like

one you would find at a typical college.
While the schools will basically serve the
same function that the departments now
serve, the reorganization, he said, will make
each of the three more autonomous.
But the reorganization is - more than
superficial and will effect both undergraduate and graduate curriculums. A
master's in accounting is being proposed.
This would allow students to add a year to
their studies and graduate with a master's.
Unlike the University of South
Carolina's program, a student would not
have to declare that he is seeking a master's
until his final year. At Carolina a student
must decide during his second year if he is
to continue for three more, Amacher said.
Amacher is also hoping to develop an
undergraduate program in marketing. "We
hope that somewhere down the line we can
also develop a master's program in marketing research," he said.
The attention, which is also being
devoted to the area of finance, is on providing technical programs on campus. "These
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About the cover
All-American Perry
Tuttle, 22, follows the
blocking of Jeff McCall,
32, and Kevin Mack 27, as
he returns a kick-off during first quarter action in
the 48th Annual Orange
Bowl. The Tigers defeated
fourth-ranked Nebraska to
clinch the 1981 National
Football Championship.

Ballet coming Wednesday
The Performing Artist
Series will present the
Jbffery Concert ballet
group on Jan. 20. Read
more about the performance on page U.
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• Campus Bulletin, page 4.
• Editorials, page 8.
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advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located at suite 906 of the
Edgar A. Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167, and editorial, (803) 656-2150.

are more technical than general like MBA
programs," Amacher said. This is the direction in which industry is headed, and once
students see this, they'll seek out these jobs,
according to Amacher.
The offering of more technical programs
on campus is not expected to hurt Clemson's
jointly sponsored MBA program with

Furman University. The program serves the
Greenville area. "The urban area MBA
program involves primarily night classes
designed for those already employed using
the MBA as a springboard for higher
managerial position," Amacher said. "So
there are two sets of students that we are
seeking."

Police arrest Georgia students
University police arrested five University
of Georgia students after a spree of vandalism during the early morning hours of
Jan. 5.
Acording to J. C. Brummitt, chief investigator for university police, the students
vandalized 90 automobiles, the statue of
Thomas Green Clemson in front of Tillman
Hall, Gate 13 at Memorial Stadium and the
Johnstone restraining wall. "They used
shoe polish to write 'Clemson Sucks' and
'Go Dogs' on the cars," he said.

Only one of the automobiles sustained
actual damage. "Most of the cars just had
shoe polish on the windows," Brummitt
said.
The five students were observed by
janitors on West Campus who recorded the
tag numbers of their cars and called police.
The students were arrested and later pled
guilty to malicious injury to real property.
They were sentenced to pay a fine of $200
and make restitution.

The Tiger celebrates 75th year
with reunion, speakers and food
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
With this issue The Tiger begins the celebration of its
75th anniversary. The celebration will culminate with a
luncheon Saturday at which three former Tiger staffers will
speak.
Scheduled to speak are Wright Bryan, Marilyn
Thompson and Billy Walker. Bryan, who was editor of The
Tiger in 1925-26, went on to do postgraduate work at the
University of Missouri School of Journalism and spent the
following 27 years working with the Atlanta Journal.
He from 1943 to 1945 served as war correspondent for
both the Journal and NBC, and it was Bryan who broadcast the first eye-witness account of the allied invasion of
Europe on D-Day, June 26, 1944. After leaving the Journal, he became editor of the Cleveland Plain Dealer and retained the position for nine years. He then returned to
Clemson as vice president for development, a position from
which he retired in 1970.
One of his most recent undertakings is the 1979 release
of his book, "Clemson: An Informal History of the
University 1889-1979."
Thompson served as managing editor of The Tiger
from 1972 to 1974. After graduation and serving a summer
internship with The Greenville News, Thompson began
working for The Columbia Record.
Last February she took a leave of absence to begin a
book on Sen. Strom Thurmond and is now completing the
book in Washington, D.C., as the result of Congressional
Fellowship she was awarded during the year by the
American Political Science Association. She was one of
four journalists to receive the award and will spend nine
months working with Congress.
Her book is tentatively scheduled for publication this
spring.
Last year Thompson was named South Carolina Journalist of the Year by Sigma Delta Chi—a professional journalism society. In February she won the South Carolina
Press Association's King Award for Newspaper Woman of
the year and second place for Best Special Section, The
Nuclear State. She has also won Associated Press News

Council Awards for investigative reporting, feature writing
and public service.
Walker, at age 36, has been a working journalist for 20
years. During the 1964-65 academic year, he served as
sports editor of The Tiger, and afterward he continued on
the staff until his 1967 graduation.
He became city editor in December 1978 of European
Stars and Stripes, a daily newspaper produced at Darmstadt,
Germany, for an American audience in 16 countries.
He has spend the last decade reporting from Europe
and is a national and international award-winning writer.
He has authored over 100 magazine articles and is author of
a comprehensive guidebook to living in Germany.
Prior to joining the Stars and Stripes, Walker was a
reporter for The State and The Columbia Record. He also
wrote for Associated Press at Columbia and at Charlotte.
When he joined the Stars and Stripes, he served on a
Special Projects reporting team. The unit won a half dozen
national and international writing awards during his five
years with the team.
Walker handled the paper's biggest news story in 1981,
the Iranian hostage release. As part of the week's ongoing
events, three displays have been set up on campus and a
slide/tape show is being presented. The displays are an exhibition of cartoons from The Tiger, Union Gallery, a
display of photos and books by Ben Robertson and John
Lane, Cooper Library, and sports photographs, Jervey
Athletic Center Lobby. The slide/tape show "A Salute to
The Tiger" can be seen in the loggia.
On Thursday at 7 p.m., former staffer Stan Woodward
will show his film "It's Grits, a 45-minute documentary, in
Daniel Auditorium. (See related story, page y.) Following
the film, he will show slides of cartoons he drew while
working on The Tiger staff.
In addition,, some of the colleges have opened their
classrooms for lectures by former staffers who have done
well in their respective areas.
The Tiger will also sponsor an Open House for its
guests Thursday night at its offices. On Friday, campus
tours will be provided for alumni who would like to see the
campus. That evening a reception honoring the former
editors will be held at the Alumni Center.
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Abbreviated colloquium deliberates information age
■■■■MMMMMnBlMMWMBMBMHIfifMiHH

by Sha Sifford
neWs editor
and Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor

The varying facets—both pro and
.on_of the age of information were the
Lies of the second annual President's
Honors Colloquium lectures, with talks be1 given in Lee Hall Auditiorium Tuesday
by researchers for American Telephone and
Telegraph.
.
f
The colloquium was to have consisted ot
tw0 lectures on Tuesday and two lectures
and a reception on Wednesday. However,
because of the icy weather, Wednesday s
events were not held.
David Bergland
Glenn David Bergland, head of Bell
Laboratories' Information Processing
Research Department since 1977, spoke to a
capacity crowd on ways information
reaches the public. According to Bergland,
microelectronics, software technology,
liohtware communication (photomics), and
digital communications are the four major
types of technology which bring information to the user.
.
,, .,
"we are in the information age, said
Bergland.
The first computers were huge monstrosities said Bergland, but today a computer of
25 years ago can be fitted on a silicon chip
the size of a small fingernail, known as a
microprocessor. Microprocessors are switches
that transmit electrical impulses, which is
how the computer talks. Also, Bergland
said in a few years microprocessors are going to be so cheap they will be swept away
with the trash if they happen to be dropped
on the floor.
"If the automobile industry progressed
the same as the chip, a Rolls Royce would
<-ost a quarter and would get over 2 million

David Bergland

miles per gallon," said Bergland in representing the potential progress of the computer microprocessor.
Software
Software is programming that makes the
chip work. Bell has software packages on its
computer network that enable the users to
maximize their use of time on the computer. Such packages can be used to correct
spelling and to check style structures on
papers. Also, software is available that will
check tenses of sentences, dangling modifiers and the actual readability of thepaper.
Bergland said, "The computer makes
learning for teenagers as much fun as
Sesame Street did for preschoolers." Computers can also teach children to count, as
well as learn the alphabet.
Bergland also stressed that it should be
mandatory for all grade schoolers to take
typing. Typing is necessary when communicating with a computer.
"In addition to the three R's," Bergland

TONURSING STUDENTS
FROM: PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL

use.
However, the idea of a natural language
speech processor where computers could
actively communicate with humans is far,
far away. Bergland said people talking to
robots as in "Star Wars" just won't occur
for some time.

Thomas Landauer
"I wouldn't say progress is bad, but I
can't always say that progress is good,"
Thomas K. Landauer told a fairly full Lee
Auditorium audience in the second lecture
of the second annual President's Honors
Colloquium.
Landauer, who holds a bachelor's degree
in anthropology and a master's and doctorate from Harvard in social psychology,
and who is now supervisor of the Computer
Users Psychology Group of Bell Telephone
Thomas Landauer
Laboratories, gave both the positive and
negative aspects of increased computer
said, "the three C's should be taught: comtechnology on human psychology.
putation,
communications
and
Landauer, who looks and acts like one
computers."
would expect Einstein to, compared his
work at Bell Labs, "a huge, high-powered
Digital and light
hatchery of technological ideas," to a vaca"We talk to computers in ones and
tion he spent in Nepal, where he feels the
zero," said Bergland. Computers receive
technology is equal to that of Europe 600
information in terms of impulses, a one is
years ago. "I was very happy there in Fouran impulse, a zero is no-impulse.
teenth Century technology," he said.
Lightwave communication or photonics
Landauer then discussed, point by point,
is the transmission of sound through fiber
some
dangers of an increasingly computeroptics by using lasers. By using laser techized
future.
nology and glass instead of cables and cop• It's new. According to Landauer, if a
per wires, more information can be passed
person
is repeatedly shown a nonsense word
from one area to another using less space
and then shown that word alongside
than would be required by the copper.
another nonsense word he has never seen,
and then asked which stands for something
Future communication
good andSvhich stands for something awBergland spoke of systems now undergoful, the more familiar word will be chosen
ing research. The voice storage system,
as good simply because it is more familiar.
which could give a delayed delivery of a
Therefore this is only a temporary problem.
message over the phone or the wake-up call
which could be privately activated, is
see SPEAKERS/page 7A
nossiblv only a few years away from public

JOIN THE TIGER
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB
ITS AN INDENTURE

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL is presently accepting applications for
the following:
-STUDENT TECHNICIANS Full-time and Part-time
-EXTERNSHIP program beginning in May
-INTERNSHIP program beginning in June
-NURSING SCHOLARSHIPS for Rising Seniors
QTI IDFNT

TFCHNICIANS and EXTERN positions provide an

?n a KN[program or their first yea- in an ADN program.

=SSrKstaie S^P .
SrpreoeptoXan easier transition from olassroom to
hospital setting.
EXCELLENT benefits package and competitive salary.

INTERESTED NURSING STUDENTS please call or apply in person
M-F 9:30 A.M.-3:30 P.M. to:

Personnel Department
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
2435 Forest Drive
Columbia, S.C. 29204
(803)254-1411 Ext. 337
M/FEOE

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
-Where Professionalism and Personalism meet

Go Hogstyle
Every Monday Night
ALL DRAFT BEER 35
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Pizza Buffet $3.50
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CAMPUS BULLETIN
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Clemson chapter of Mortar Board would
like to announce the winners of its annual
Clemson-USC football raffle. Van Mattison, a
student at Clemson, won the first prize, an
autographed game football; Williams C. Langley
from Greenville won the second prize, a dinner at
Pixie and Bill's; and D. R. Wallace from Cayce
won the third prize, a player's jersey of his
choice. The drawing for the winners was made
on Dec. 12, 1981, at halftime of the ClemsonUSC basketball game. All proceeds from the raffle went to set up a scholarship fund in the names
of Colonel Rick Robbins and Herman McGee.
Considering Graduate or Professional School?
—The Counseling and Career Planning Center
has information concerning academic programs
nationwide and study texts for many of the entrance exams. Stop by the center (Mobile Unit
#3, across from Redfern) for details.

Study Skills—Start the new year right. Learn
effective human study techniques before trouble
develops. The Counseling Center will sponsor a
basic college level study skills group. The first
meeting will be Tuesday, Jan. 19, from 4 to 5:30
p.m. in room 165 Student Government. Call
2451 to sign up and for more information.
What do you say after you say hello?—This
program is designed for people who want to
enhance their relationships and contacts with
others. Will focus on such areas as increasing self
esteem, initiating social contacts, conversational
skills and expressing thoughts and feelings assertively. Call the Counseling and Career Planning
Center at 2451 to sign up. The group will begin
Jan. 18.
Introduction to Self-Hypnosis—This group
will teach participants the skills of self-hypnosis
and how to apply them to such issues as test anxiety, weight control, memory and concentration,
improving self-concept, stress management and
headaches. The theory and application of self-

NOW LEASING FOR
MAY 15
AND

AUGUST 1

VILLAGE GREEN
654-3076

hypnosis, auto-suggestion and creative imagery
will be covered. The group starts Monday, Feb. 1,
from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Call the Counseling Center
at 2451 to sign up.

Ransom offered: Urgent plea to kidnappers of
Baby Beans doll. Dressed in a yellow jumpsuit
Booful was last seen on Dec. 13, 1981, when she
disappeared from Johnstone A-9 Hall or parkins
behind A-Section between 7:30 and 8 a.m. For a
safe return, ransom may be collected by callino
g
6043.

Any organization that has not already been
contacted and would like to enter a contestant in
the Miss Clemson University Pageant, please
pick up applications of the Student Government
office. All entries must be in by 4 p.m. Friday,
Jan. 22.

For rent: One bedroom, efficiency apartment
with range and refrigerator. About three miles
from campus. Call office for details at 654-7788.

The Japanese Film Series will sponsor "Living
Art in Japan" on Jan. 20 at 4 p.m. in Lee Hall
Small Auditorium (room 100). For further information, call Yuji Kishimoto at 3081. Admission
is free.

Proudly gay and biblically Christian? For
positive support and helpful literature, contact
Evangelical Outreach Ministries (EOM), P.o
Box 7882, Atlanta, GA 30357 (404) 261-5710.

The Clemson Players announce auditions for
"Sly Fox," Jan. 17 and 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium. A general meeting will be held at
6:30 p.m. Jan. 17. Everyone is welcome.

I'm forming a band originals with fillers fall
show at Edgar's. Guitars, bass and drums. Call
8560.
For sale: 12-string acoustic guitar. Beautiful
tone. Must be heard to be appreciated. Brand
new this Christmas. Paid $400 but must sacrifice
for $225 firm. Call 654-6463.

There will be an organizational meeting of the
Young Democrats on Jan. 18 at 8 p.m. in 313
Daniel Hall. Several high ranking state officials,
including the State Young Democrat Executive
Committee Chairman, are expected to attend.
For more information, call Kinney at 4474.

For sale: 1979 Kawasaki KL on/off road bike.
Good condition, extra clean. Must sell. Call
654-6935.

M.I.A. (Men Interested in Alpha) will sponsor
a commemoration observance for the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. on Friday, Jan. 15, at
6:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Tillman Hall. The
Reverend Sammy Jackson will be the guest
speaker with the Clemson University Gospel
Choir rendering music. There will be a reception
immediately following the program.

College students interested in earning free, allexpense paid spring vacation in the Bahamas,
please call before Jan. 16 the University Travel
Club at 1-305-491-4312. We need four people so
please hurry.
Kiss—Send one for Valentine's or anytime!
Print name and address of Kissee and Kisser to
Kiss, Box 5286, Spartanburg, SC 29304. Include
occasion: Valentine's, birthday, anniversary,
"just because I love you." Enclose $1 for handling.

The Interaational Student Association will
meet Friday, Jan. 15, in the YMCA downstairs
lounge at 7:30 p.m. Information on the events
for the spring semester will be given out. Come
meet people from around the world. Everyone is
invited.
CLASSIFIEDS .

PERSONALS
Join the crusade! Beaver -Cleaver is God!
Write to the Beaver and find out, c/6 P.O. Box
4029, Durham, NC 27706.

For sale: Lance size 10-11 ski boots, with inserts and carry bracket. Excellent condition. $40.
Call 654-6464.

D.H. and S.L., Congrats! S.L., we thought
you were more careful. Anyway, when's the due
date? Love, E.S. and D.D.

CAREER CHOICE WORKSHOP Call
SERIES
2451 or stop by for

Sponsored by:
jan. 19 HOW to ChOOSe a Major
Counseling &Career Jan. 26 Resume Writing & Interviewing
Planning Center
Feb. 2 Job Search Strategies

time & location
-each workshop
.lasts two hours

and is free of charge-

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO NEW CUSTOMERS

EXPRESS YOURSELF.
Bank on holidays
and weekends.
Money Express is
always open.
£j First National Bank
MEMBER FDIC

I

With this coupon

With this coupon

THE PROFESSIONAL

Precision Haircut

PERM

(Shampoo and Style)
Regular price sil00-s1600

Regular price s4500

$< s8 95

29 95
includes

Precision Cut and Style
GOOD ONLY MON.-THURS. 9-12
Expires 1-21-82

GOOD MON.-THURS.
ANYTIME
Expires 1-23-82

WE WANT TO PROVE TO YOU THAT WE'RE THE
GREATEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO YOUR HAIR
_l_

Clemson
123 By-Pass

REDKEN

654-1902
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Fire marshal issues
new capacity limitation
and at their judgement they can decide if
there is an overcapacity."
Owen went on to say that first a warning
is given to the proprietor. Then if the warnEdgar's has recently obtained a new
ing isn't carried out, the police officer has
crowd capacity limitation of 350 people
the right to have the establishment emptied
from the fire marshal because of a comso that a head count can be obtained.
plaint filed with the university police
When asked whether or not Edgar's has
department Friday evening, according to
enough fire protection, Owen said, "They
Bud Wilcox, manager of Edgar's.
have more exits than required." Wilcox
Kavin Taylor, a sophomore English
added, "We have four fire extinguishers
major, complained of overcrowding at
and two fire hoses."
Edgar's during the Killer Whales concert.
However, Wilcox did not know if
First, Taylor phoned the university police;
Edgar's had a fire crowd capacity before
however, the dispatcher referred Taylor to
the new limit, nor was he sure about the
the university fire department, who told
number of fire exits in the building. "I
him they would call the police and have
plead ignorance," he said.
some officers sent over to the establishOwen said, "There always has been a
ment. The next morning Taylor went to the
limit in Edgar's. A limit exists on all bars
police station and filed a written complaint.
and places where people assemble. Places
Sometime Saturday after the incident was
like McDonald's have crowd limitations."
reported, Edgar's learned of Taylor's name
Chief Investigator Brummitt claimed this
and posted crowd limitation notices with a
was the first incident of its type since he has
postscript, "Thanks to C. Kevin Traitor."
been with the university, but he said,
Police Chief Investigator J. C. Brummitt
"We're glad this is coming into the open so
said that the university police cannot enthat if it happens again we will know what
force a fire code. Even though the univerprocedure to follow."
sity fire chief, Charles Owen, said, "Any
police officer can inspect a public facility,
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor

President's Council meets

Ready, aim. . .

Snow on campus this week cancelled classes and was hailed by a flurry
of snowballs.

ATTENTION NURSES
BSN's wanted for the Navy Nurse corps.
Requirements:
BSN
.
M

Less than 34 yrs. old
Good physical condition
Min starting salary $16,389, increases to over
oV'noo after 4 vrs 30 days paid vacation,
NOW for positions available after April ISB_.

The President's Council met over the
semester break to formulate its recommendations on academic regulations. The council
also recommended the Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Tuesday, Thursday schedule,
and called for the class change period to be
shortened to 10 minutes.
The council's recommendations are submitted to University President Bill Atchley

for his approval.
Because of the weather this week and the
subsequent closing of the University, full
details of the results of the meeting were
unavailable by press time. The Tiger will
carry a full report on academic regulations
and the schedule change in next week's
issue.

Slip into Something Warm from

#£_, the tiger sports shop
and

AP

%vy NursTcorps Programs, PO Box 2711,
E?^^l,S^2a.,22.2824

yfaoJiwtA Otfoi PUce
PACIFIC TRAIL

SKI JACKETS
AND VESTS
by Pacific Trail-Down filled
and Polyester filled
for Men and Ladies

Delivery Special
Buy a Small, Medium
or Large Pizza and
Receive a FREE Liter of Coke
Open 11 a.m.-12 midnight
Delivery until 2 a.m.

20% Off!
Good Selection
112-113 College Avenue. Downtown Clemson
654-1719 and 654-5427
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CEDIT?

SHORT COURSES
SPRING SEMESTER 1982

ars SC

XIPT?

The Academic Computing Support (ACS) staff will present 17 different short courses during the spring
semester of 1982. The short courses are free of charge, and all interested persons are encouraged to attend. You may
register for a short course Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-11:30 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; or Sunday,
2-11:30 p.m., by calling ACS (656-3494) or coming by the ACS Help Desk at the Computer Center, which is located
in the basement of Poole Agricultural Center (also known as the P&AS Building).
There is a minimum class size of five and, unless otherwise specified, a maximum class size of 20. If fewer than
five persons are registered for a section one week before the class is scheduled to begin, that section will be cancelled,
and those already registered will be notified.
All short courses will be taught in room 261 in Barre Hall, except for 1220 (Using the Computer Terminals to
Write and Run Programs), 1230 (Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run SAS Programs), and 1240 (Using
Computer Terminals for Word Processing), which will be taught in the Library Remote. Instructors, as listed, maybe
changed without notice.

NUMBER-TITLE
SECTION/DATE(S)

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

1000
01
02
03

- Introduction to Clemson University Computer Center
Jan 25 M
7-8 pm
Sandi Piazza
Jan 27 W
7-8 pm
Drew Smith
Jan 29 F
9:05-9:55 am
Richard Nelson

1220
01
02
03
04
05

— Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run Programs
Jan 25/27 MW
9:05-9:55 am
To be arranged
Feb 3 W
7-9 pm
To be arranged
Feb 8 M
7-9 pm
To be arranged
Feb 16/18 TTh
9:05-9:55 am
To be arranged
Feb 24 W
7-9 pm
To be arranged

1230 — Using Computer Terminals to Write and Run
SAS Programs
To be arranged
01 Jan 25 M
7-9 pm
To be arranged
02 Feb 2/4 TTh
9:05-9:55 am
To be arranged
7-9 pm
03 Feb 10 W
To be arranged
7-9 pm
04 Feb 15 M
To be arranged
05 Feb 22/24 MW
9:05-9:55 am
1240
01
02
03
04
05

— Using Computer Terminals for Word Processing
Jan 27 W
7-9 pm
To be arranged
Feb 1 M
7-9 pm
To be arranged
Feb 8/10 MW
9:05-9:55 am
To be arranged
Feb 17 W
7-9 pm
To be arranged
Feb 22 M
7-9 pm
To be arranged

1280 — Doing Math with the Computer (Speakeasy)
7-9 pm
Gabe Acebo
01 Feb 2 T
1300
01
02
03

- Running Batch Jobs on Clemson's
Feb 1 M
. 9:05-9:55 am
Feb 8 M
7-8 pm
Feb 15 M
7-8 pm

IBM 3033 (JCL)
John Trice
Sandi Piazza
Gabe Acebo

1510 - Using FORTRAN at Clemson University
9:05-10:30 pm
Sandi Piazza
01 Feb 2 T
7-8:30 pm
Gabe Acebo
02 Feb 9 T

NUMBER - TITLE
SECTION/DATE(S)

TIME

INSTRUCTOR

1600 — How to Turn Data into Information (SAS)
01 Feb3W
7-8 pm
Drew Smith
02 Feb 10W
9:05-9:55 am
Drew Smith
1710 — Memos, Letters, and Reports: Doing Them on the
Computer (SCRIPT)
01 Feb 4 Th
7-8 pm
Sue Stegall
02 Feb 11 Th
9:05-9:55 pm
Sue Stegall
1730 — Theses and Dissertations: Doing Them on the Computer
(THESIS)
01 Feb 18 Th
7-8 pm
Sue Stegall
02 Feb25Th
9:05-9:55 pm
Sue Stegall
1800 - Machines That Turn Data into Pictures (Graphics
Hardware)
01 Feb 16 T
9:05-9:55 am
Sandi Piazza
02 Feb 23 T
7-8 pm
Gabe Acebo
2300 - Using Data on Tape and Disk
01 Feb 22 M
9:05-9:55 am
7-8 pm
02 Mar 1 M

John Trice
Gabe Acebo

2610 — Statistical Analysis Using SAS
7-8:30 pm
01 Feb 10 W

Hoke Hill

2680 - Plots, Charts, and Slides: Doing Them with SAS /GRAPH
01 Feb 24 W
7-9 pm
Hoke Hill
2690 - Maps: Doing Them with SAS /GRAPH
7-9 pm
Drew Smith
01 Mar 10 W
2710 - Advanced SCRIPT
7-8 pm
01 Mar 4 Th

Sue Stegall

2820 — Writing Programs to Turn Data into Pictures
(Graphics Software)
7-9 pm
Sandi Piazza
01 Mar 2 T
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EVENTS

Speakers
from page 3A
. it's a threat to jobs or competence.
Skilled secretaries, who previously could
handle any type of office equipment, have
found adapting to computers difficult.
Landauer said this occurs because the
secretaries who are better at what they do
than anyone else suddenly find themselves
back at the beginning with the same competence level as everyone else, and this
creates a feeling of resentment.
Regarding job replacement, Landauer
feels it is acceptable since in the long run it
benefits everyone by raising the total
wealth. However, he said that now computer technology is developing so fast that
jobs are becoming obsolete five years after
their introduction. "I feel that is something
to worry about," Landauer said.
• Computers are going to take over. "I
think that is pure fantasy ... and not all
fantasies come true,"Landauer said. He
later added, "If computers are smarter and
morally superior, shouldn't they take

over?" He went on to ask if, during evolution, apes should have killed off humans to
maintain control.
• Computers are becoming a big
brother, they know too much about individuals. Landauer said that there exist real
problems in security when working with information on computers and that the only
answers are social—legal restraints. "We
will soon have to get about the business of
inventing these regulations," he said.
• Computers are difficult and make life
harder. Landauer contended that once their
use is understood, computers make life
easier.
• Computer experts will become a power
elite. Landauer pointed out that there are
already experts who can do things others
can't do. "I'm already at the mercy of auto
mechanics, but so far they have not chosen
to subjugate the rest of us."
• Computers are for business, not people. To contradict this, Landauer reminded
the audience of calculators, Pac-man and
Tempest.

JANUARY 1982
15—Basketball: Lady Tiger Invitational, Littlejohn Coliseum, 6 and 8 p.m.
15—Edgar's: Men in Trees, 9 p.m. Admission $1.
18—Film: Spanish film. 315 Daniel Hall, 7:30 p.m. Open to the public,
free.
. ,_ _ '
20—English Hour: "Stalking the Wild Semicolon" by Claire O. Laskey.
108 Strode Tower, 8 p.m. Open to the public, free.
20-Performing Artist Series: "Joffrey Ballet Concert Group." Daniel
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission $3 or by series ticket.
20—Basketball: Georgia Tech, Littlejohn Coliseum, 8 p.m.
23—Basketball: Duke, Littlejohn Coliseum, 1 p.m.
23—Wrestling: Tiger Duals, Jervey Athletic Center,
23—Basketball: Duke (Women), Littlejohn Coliseum, 3 p.m.
23—Swimming: North Carolina (Men and Women), Fike Recreation
Center, 1 p.m.

MARCH 24

MCAT

Admissions tests scheduled
Six graduate school admissions tests will
be administered on campus this spring.
Registration forms are available from the
Counseling and Career Center, located
across from Redfern Health Center.
Students planning to take one of the tests
should be aware that the regular registration deadline is approximately six weeks
before the administration of the test. After
the regular registration closes, there is a
short late registration period. There is an
extra fee for late registration. In addition,
students may register on a space available
basis on the day of the exam. There is a
substantial "walk-in" registration fee.

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.

The schedule of tests to be given on cam
pus is as follows:
Graduate Management
Jan. 23
Admission Test
Feb. 6
Graduate Record Examination
Pharmacy College Admission Test Feb. 6
March 6
Veterinary Admission Test
April 17
Dental Admission Test
Medical College Admission Test April 24
April 24
GRE
June 12
GRE
The Law School Admission test will be
administered on Feb. 20 at Furman University in Greenville.

rr^^f

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

J
'•
I
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Centers
In More Than 85 US Cities & Abroad

(803) 256-0673
2231 Devine St.
Columbia, S.C.
29205
Classes now
forming

Columbia &
Greenville

Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

It's our 75th anniversary too!

FITST BaPTlST CHUTCH **
91Q College
CrAXoae Avenue, Clemson
213
Our church was organized in 1907 so the students of Clemson College would
have a place to worship, join us as we continue to provide a place lor
worship and ministry for the students and faculty of Clemson Umversity.

See you Sunday!
Fellowship
Bible Study
Morning Worship

*nna"m*
•
«0 am'
H:°0 a.m.
10:
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Editorials

Designer education?
According to The American Heritage Dictionary, quality is "excellence,
superiority," and the "degree or grade of excellence." Quality is the reason
that President Bill Atchley gives for the $50 surcharge students were informed
of as a Christmas present.
Another facet of quality is the proportion of value to cost. In economics,
this is called the cost-benefit ratio. The cost of an education must be weighed
against the benefit received from it. Consumer Reports rated the Volkswagen
Rabbit as a good car, but not a good value. The car simply costs too much for
what it has to offer. Clemson is well on the way to pricing itself out of the
market, too.
It is said that education is priceless. Then why are we paying more and
more for less and less? In the past two years, fees have increased dramatically
while the ratio of teachers to students has fallen. The university claims to be in
serious financial trouble. If this is so, why has the university just purchased a
plane and hired a pilot to fly it? Why does Atchley continue to give expensive
parties? The money is certainly not going to professors' salaries.
We feel that this "one-time" fee is a dangerous precedent. Students have
already paid substantial fee increases for this year. If the $50 surcharge is
paid this time, what will prevent the university from levying it again in future
semesters? What will happen if students refuse to pay the surcharge? Our activity cards are stamped "fees satisfied." Will the cards be stamped "fees
satisfied until further notice" in the future?
We are receiving a designer education, like buying designer jeans just for
the name when they aren't any better than good old Levi's as far as quality
goes. The idea seems to be that because the university now has the label of
"number one," people should be willing to pay more to attend Clemson. A
good education is important, yes. But trading on a name or hitting students,
not to mention parents, with surprise surcharges is not the way to achieve it.

Schedule change reeks
President's Council, we have confirmed, has recommended to President Bill
L. Atchley the conversion to a Monday, Wednesday, Friday—Tuesday, Thursday
schedule system from our present scramble pattern of class schedule. Along with
this recommendation is one which, if approved, would reduce the time between
classes on Monday, Wednesday and Friday to 10 minutes from 15.
Both recommendations are alarming. The argument has been that there is no
academic justification for retaining the current scheduling system. However,
when you look carefully at the arguments presented in favor of the new system,
fewer of them seem to be academic.
And to get around having to adequately justify the new system, the administration has placed the burden of proving the old system on those in favor of
it, mainly students. If you change things around a little and assume that the present system is a good one, some argument for change fall apart.
For example, the new system provides two nights of preparation between
classes. It also creates a four-day span between Thursday, Tuesday classes. The
old system offers more continuity.
The new system would allow for consistent meeting times. Consistency in
and of itself is not meritorious. An assumption made is that it is efficient because
it is so widely used. Whatever happened to—"We have to be different. Only then
can we be unique?"
.The proposed system may very well have its advantages. But so much time
has been spent railroading the proposal through that the present system probably
was not objectively evaluated. And the idea of having only 10 minutes to get to
these classes is difficult to handle. Plenty of professors can't get to class in 10
minutes. Still, there are other professors who can't leave class on time.
We as students don't feel that we will gain anything with the proposed
change. We would like our views to be considered.
XLbc TLi$ev.
Editor in chief—Dana Hanson
Managing editor—Holly Hamor
Associate editor—William Pepper
News editor—Sha Sifford
Assistant news editor—Michael L. Puldy
Features editor—Tim Hall
Entertainment editor—Keith Mattison
Sports editor—Cindy Powell
Copy editor— Doug Campbell
Photo editor—Rob Biggerstaff

Business manager—Van Mattison
Advertising manager—Andy Pendarvis
Office manager— Priscilla Bunton
Circulation manager— Kavin Taylor

Faculty adviser—Louis L. Henry
Joint media adviser—Joy S. Smith
Printer—Martin Printing Co.

With a little help from our friends—Mark Bailey, Brian Becknell, Speed Bouknight, Andy Bowley, Tammie Carroll,
Thad Cloer, Jim Daugherty, Chris Dubisson, Susan Ellington, Sharon Fisher, jim Cilstrap, James Croman, Dave
Herrington, Donza Hyman, Mark Langford, Jennifer Lloyd, Regina Makapugay, Paul Marzo, Libby McKay, Charissa
Newton, Keith Reeves, Karen Reynolds, Cathy Rigg, David Roberts, Steve Ruel, Betsy Russell, Pam Sheppard, Jean
Spitzmiller, Ken Stech, Julie Waters, Bert West, Carla Wortkoetter, Mike Wylie and Rodney Young.
Opinions expressed on the editorial pages are those of the individual writer with the exception of the lead editorial
on this page, which expresses the majority opinion of the editorial board. The editorial board is composed of the editors
listed in the left hand column above. The opinions.expressed in the editorials do not necessarily reflect the views of the
administration, faculty or student body as a whole.

Footnotes
"If a job requires someone of one skill level, the P-Plant would send two
people with half the skill level."—Harry Law, professor of mechanical
engineering, explaining superposition.
"What's it like out there?"—Provst David W. Maxwell responding to a
6 a.m. inquiry about school closing Thursday.

Editor's note
Because of various complications arisingfrom the snow—road conditions and closings—The Tiger will not be distributed until
Friday afternoon. However, this issue is
dated Thursday, Jan. 14, and all references

to "today" refer to Thursday. "Friday"
refers to the date of distribution.
We apologize for any inconvenience the
unavoidable delay may have caused our
readers and advertisers.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters -from its
readers. Letters should be typed doublespaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
length. The deadline for all letters is 6 p.m.
the Tuesday prior to publication.
The editor in chief reserves the right to
edit letters for style and space. Also, letters
which are in poor taste or potentially

libelous will be withheld if the editor deems
it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Letters should be submitted to The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station, Clemson, S.C.
29632, or brought by the offices at room
906 of the University Union.
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ABC—TV's broadcasting policy questioned

Editor's Note: The following two letters
were addressed to Roone Arledge of ABC
News. Copies were sent to The Tiger for
publication on the letters page.
I am writing to express concern over
two recent decisions made by ABC television sports officials that have deeply
disturbed followers of both the University
of South Carolina and Clemson University
football teams.
On Oct. 3, 1981, the South CarolinaPittsburgh football game was scheduled to
be aired by your broadcasting company
0n a regional basis. Many fans, both in
South Carolina and in other parts of the
East and Southeast fully expected to view
television coverage of that contest in its
entirety.
j r-:\,
However, midway through the tirst
half, an abrupt decision was made to
discontinue the airing of this event,
ostensibly because Pittsburgh had compiled
a substantial scoring advantage. This decision was extremely upsetting and embarrassing, especially since, in the second
half, the South Carolina team strongly
rallied, such that the ultimate outcome
was in doubt until very near the end of
the game.
The decision to completely terminate
coverage of this game was arbitrary and
insensitive. Not only were viewers deprived
of seeing an exciting comeback, but the
halting of the telecast did inestimable
harm to the image of the University of
South Carolina in its football recruiting
efforts and in other ways.
The second matter concerns a report on
alleged Clemson University athletic
recruiting violations which aired during
halftime of the Pittsburgh-Pennsylvania
State game on November 28.
Without question, ABC was within its
rights to air this report, but Clemson
school officials, students, alumni and supporters are extremely upset at the timing
of this telecast and the unfairness with
which it was presented.
As I understand it, the report consisted
chiefly of an interview by Mr. Jim
Lampley with two former high school
athletes in Knoxville, Tenn., who initially
signed letters of intent to attend Clemson
but who later allegedly changed their

minds and asked to be released from their
commitments so they could enroll
elsewhere.
Both athletes charged that Clemson
coaches and/or alumni had given them
money for signing to attend Clemson, but
no other substantiation whatsoever of this
charge was provided.
ABC surely was aware of the fact that
NCAA rules discourage either the NCAA
infractions committee or officials at a
school under investigation by the NCAA
from commenting on matters that are subject to an ongoing investigation. Thus, it
was not possible for an rebuttal of the
allegations to be made at the time the
report was aired.
As a result, the report was highly prejudiced and onesided. To make matters
worse, ABC interviewed a former Clemson
basketball coach, Mr. Tates Locke, who
had been dismissed by the university after
admitting to a number of basketball
recruiting violations which occurred more
than five years before.
By implication, the report suggested
that Clemson might be guilty of these recent charges of football recruiting infractions because rules had been violated in a
separate sport years ago.
ABC executives surely should be aware
that such statements of previous misconduct bear no logical relationship to and
are not probative of guilt or innocence on
the latest charge. Yet, in the eyes of the
viewing public, certinly an unfavorable
opinion of Clemson could have been
generated.
It was most unfortunate, in the opinion
of Clemson fans, that the report had to
be aired at this time before the NCAA investigation is completed. Again, I reiterate
that there is no disagreement with the
right of ABC to make these telecasting
decisions.
However, in behalf of the many persons
who have written and called me about
these two matters, I thought you should
be aware of these concerns about the unfairness of both decisions, and in the case
of the Clemson recruiting violation report,
of the unfortunate timing of the broadcast.
In the future, it is hoped that ABC will
display greater sensitivity to these concerns in its various broadcasting decisions.
Strom Thurmond

fanatic.
.
If I were a Clemson fan, I would point
out a few facts for those who might be
unconvinced of ABC's malicious intent.
The lengths that a network will go to in
order
to win Neilsons ratings are legenIt is not often that I am so disappointed
dary, as is their total lack of ethics and
and disillusioned with commercial televiresponsibility, and blatant disregard for
sion to write a letter of protest and
who they step on.
justifiable criticism.
The simple truth is that ABC can get
As a graduate of Clemson, I am very
away
with these atrocities because they are
proud of the record which this university's
a
major
broadcast network . . . thus confootball team has achieved. I watched the
sider
themselves
untouchable . . . immune
televised Pittsubrgh-Penn State game with
to
our
system
of
checks and balances,
interest and concern—until your "halfthey
can
do
whatever
they want to, and
time coverage" was that of a totally unwho can stop them? Not the
documented, unproven and unreliable
FCC—theycontrol only the local stations.
allegation about recruiting practices at
Not the Congress or state legislatures—the
Clemson University. (And I might remind
Constitution guarantees "freedom of the
you that Tates Locke is not a football
press." Not letters of protest from
coach!)
thousands of angry Clemson fans directed
The only conclusion that most South
at Roone Arledge—he only uses them as
Carolinians have is that you (1) favored
statistics to sell higher-priced advertising .
the Pennsylvania team and (or) (2) were
. . "evidence of audience reaction."
promoting the Sugar Bowl game which is
No, if I were a Clemson fan, I would
the same time that Clemson will be playbe
fighting back at ABC where they are
ing Nebraska in the Orange Bowl.
vulnerable—their advertisers!
Whatever the reason, you have
Now, I wouldn't go so far as to suggest
diminished the reputation and credibility
a boycott of all sponsors of ABC sports. I
of ABC Sports in South Carolina and the
would merely suggest that all Clemson
country.
fans should buy products from alternate
You owe an apology to the citizens of
sources!
South Carolina and, even more so, to
- As I've said, I am not a Clemson fan,
Clemson University.
but I have had occasion to compare the
My suggestion is that you stick to
Clemson spirit with most of the other masports coverage and leave alleged
jor universities in the Southeast. Unquesrecruiting violations to the NCAA.
tionably, Clemson has the most spirited
In my opinion, you sank to an all time
following in the Southeast, if not the enlow in sports coverage. Never has such
tire nation.
unsubstantiated, biased reporting been
seen on national television.
But of course, even if I were a Clemson
Earl E. Morris, Jr.
fan, even if the advertisers were deluged
with letters stamped with orange tiger
paws, even if Polaroid and Gillette started
to cringe every time they received a letter
with South Carolina postmark, even if
ABC begged for a chance to apologize, I
Let me state clearly from the outset—I
would realize that enough is enough, and
am a Gamecock fan—a "totallyABC should at some point be allowed to
convinced, absolutely-enthused, never-sayadmit their mistake and apologize. There
die, hell-or-high-water" Gamecock fan.
is a time and a place for everything, and I
I am, however, also a loyal supporter of
cannot think of a more appopriate time
the state of South Carolina and every inand place for ABC's apology than halfstitution of higher education within its
time at the Sugar Bowl.
boundaries, even Clemson. Note the
Rod Shealy
distinction—supporter vs. fan; a supporter is merely supportive, while a fan is

All time low

Gamecock agrees

Vie

Q°uest for quality leaves friend branded

by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
According to President Atchley, quality,
although not easily defined, can be described
somewhat on a supply and demand type
basis. If someone is looking for something,
and they know that they got that something
from one certain place, and they are pleased
with the performance of that something,
they will probably keep coming back to the
place where they got it.
And, I guess he is right, because if the
quality of a product is poor, you usually do
not buy it again, or you try buying that
something from someone else.
But what if that something is something
you really shouldn't have to do without,
but you know that the quality is just not
there. Then what do you do?
Confused? So am I.
You see, I know a little story about quality—one that makes me angry, one I'd like
to tell. It goes like this.
Once there was this building. People were

told that they would, for a small price, have
a very good time. A person we will call Gee
knew that the building was fun, so he decided
to go.
Gee was having a fun time till he noticed
that he couldn't see an exit door for all the
people, and a simple trip to the bar took 15
minutes. Gee, being a conscientious person,
went out to make a phone call.
Gee called the police department to warn
them that there was a potential hazard to
lives if the situation was not checked, and in
return he was told that the fire department
handled complaints such as this.
He called the fire department and was
told the chief handled such matters and he
would be notified, thank you, goodbye.
Click.
Gee went back to the building and sat
down. He tried to tell his friends what he
had done, but they couldn't hear him—too
much noise.
Later, Gee called back to see if anything
had been done, and he was told that two
police officers had gone to the building m

search of him. That was strange. They
didn't know Gee's name, and they didn't
know what he looked like. Maybe they were
clairvoyant.
Gee asked the man at the fire department
how they knew what he looked like, and he
was told they didn't. In fact, Gee hung up
on them without telling them his name—so
they said; he knew it wasn't true.
Besides, the fire department couldn't do
anything without a formal complaint.
Besides, everywhere is crowded, you know.
Besides.
Gee gave the man his name and address,
but not his full name, no one knew Gee's
full name—until.
Gee filed a complaint the next day. A
man at the police station took it. He was
nice about it. Gee felt good.
Gee saw his friends. They wanted him to
go to the building and see all the signs
thanking him for his help. Pretty adjectives
like "traitor" were used. Gee had his picture taken with one.
Gee went back to the police station on

the next day and talked to the big man no
one ever sees, they just hear about. The
man is upset about what Gee tells him. He
calls other men into the room.
Gee retells his story. Maybe his friends
told the manager of that establishment his
name as a joke. The police never give out
names. But look, there is no record that the
events of the previous day ever happened.
How frightening. Thank you for showing
us this error in our system, but we didn't
tell your name. Be back in touch. Feel good
about what you did, even if your friends are
rats—but the police are your real friends,
especially since they are the only ones that
know your full name.
Gee's glad he didn't see the mafia kill
someone. Gee doesn't look good translated
into Italian.
But at least Gee has seen true quality.
Now he'll never go back to that brand he
was trying before, in fact, he'll never go
back at all. Instead of trying a brand, it
seems like Gee was himself branded, and as
everyone knows, you only need to be
branded once.

I
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ACU-I
Backgammon
Tourney
6 PM, Tuesday,
Jan. 19
Skylight Lounge

JANUARY

Atlanta Rhythm Section
Concert

joffrey Concert Group
Wednesday, Jan. 20,
8 p.m.
Daniel Auditorium
Tickets are s3

Feb. 5, 8 p.m.

Littlejohn coliseum
Tickets on sale Jan. 18
in union Ticket Booth
Floor Tickets $$8
Lower Tier
7
$
upper Tier
6
Ticket Booth Hours are 12-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

14.1982

For union
Programming
information
with a personal
touch call 2461.
Rental
Darkroom
Develop and Print 35mm
Black and White Film
Discount Film
Color Slide and
Black and White Film
*1.50

Movies

Y Movie-. The Jazz Singer, 7 & 9:15, thru 16th, S1.50
Free Flick: Ode TO Billy Joe, 8 p.m., Jan. 17, free
Y Movie: Nice Dreams, 7 & 9:15 p.m., Jan. 18-20, $1.50
video: Second Annual Young Comedians, Jan. 18-22, on request in loggia
Y Movie: Cannonball Run, Jan. 21-23, 7 & 9:15, S1.50

TTNE.

CANNONRALL

HUN

Sign up deadline for: Deadline Jan. 15
wolf Laurel
Ski Trip
For only $39.50 you get:
transportation
hotel accommodations

lift tickets

group rates for equipment
leaving Jan. 30, 6 a.m.
returning Jan. 31, 9 p.m.

^^^^P^YOUB UNION KITE CH

Men in Trees
Rock-Funk-Blues
9 p.m.
Jan. 15-16
$1

Art Gallery:
Have Your Profile or Portrait Drawn
s

9and$l5

by Janet Wagner

CLEMSON

Mason Dixon
Bluegrass
9 p.m.
Jan. $ 22-23
1

UNIVERSITY UNION

Art Gallery:
Contemporary Prints
Jan. 18-23

in The Gutter
Maggie Ree DUO
Jazz and Blues
Jan. 21, 8 p.m.

SPRING 7 982
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ENTERTAINMENT

February concert
slated for Littlejohn
by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
The Central Dance and Concert Committee of the University Union announced that
the Atlanta Rhythm Section will be
performing in Littlejohn Coliseum on Friday, Feb. 8. Also appearing will be Johnny
Van Zandt and McGuffy Lane.
According to Jerry Coughter of CDCC,
the concert will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets to
the show, which are $8 for the floor, $7 for
the lower tier and $6 for the upper tier, will
go on sale Monday, Jan. 18 and from noon
to 5 in the Union ticket office located next
to the Palmetto Room.
The Atlanta Rhythm Section, sometimes
known simply as ARS, is a popular and
critically acclaimed band that mixes
Southern Rock with some British influence.
Since 1977 the group has recorded several

The Atlanta Rhythm Section

gold albums and become famous with songs
such as Doraville, Imaginary Lover, and
Spooky. Their latest album is entitled
Quinella.
Johnny Van Zandt, one of the other acts,
is known first for being the brother of
Lynard Skynard vocalist Ronnie Van Zandt
and second for his own music. Like ARS,
Van Zandt combines Southern Rock with
more cosmopolitan sounds.
The third band, McGuffy Lane, is practically unknown outside the state of Ohio
but is extremely popular with the people
who have heard them. In Ohio, the band is
able to lead the album charts and soon they
hope to gather a more nationwide following.
The concert, which is the second of the
school year, is being produced by CDCC
with promotion assistance by WANS radio.

Art gallery displays works of abstract illusionism
by Libby J. McKay
staff writer
The Clemson Architectural Foundation
and the College of Architecture are currently
sponsoring an exhibit of drawings and
paintings in the Rudolph E. Lee Gallery.
The exhibit, which features the works of
artist Phil Vander Weg, will continue
through Feb. 8, 1982.

Mr, Vander Weg, Associate Professor of
Art at Middle Tennessee State University, is
both a painter and a sculptor. He has used
a variety of materials and processes to
create an interesting collection of works
featuring abstract illusionism.
According to Vander Weg, the whole
"function of art is to give people a different
perception of the world." His works have
certainly achieved that purpose.

Documentary explores
southern culture and diet
"Excuse me, I'm doing a film about
grits. Do you eat grits?"
That's the question filmmaker Stan
Woodward asked dozens of people from
Brooklyn to Swansea, S.C., as he created
"It's Grits," a45-minute documentary film
that will be shown Jan. 14 at 7 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium.
A 1964 graduate, Woodward majored in
English and drew cartoons for The Tiger,
South Carolina's oldest college newspaper.
Woodward is returning to his alma mater
for The Tiger's 75th anniversary celebration
Jan. 14 through 16.
A Spartanburg native, Woodward filmed
"It's Grits" during the mid-1970s while
serving as the South Carolina Art Commission's filmmaker-in-residence. "I acciden-

tally hit a taproot of American culture,"
said Woodward.
"It's extraordinary what a presence grits
has in the culture. It was invisible, like
crickets—you don't hear them until somebody mentions them, and then you hear
them all the time."
Woodward has screened "It's Grits" at
New York's Museum of Modern Art, and
in 1979 the film opened the Margaret Mead
Film Festival at New York's Museum of
Natural History.
The Jan. 14 screening of "It's Grits" is
open to the public at no charge. In addition
to the film Woodward will show slides of
cartoons he drew while a Clemson student
working on The Tiger staff.

Players to hold auditions
The Clemson Players will hold auditions;
for their third production of the season,
"Sly Fox," Sunday and Monday, Jan. 17
and 18, at 7:30 p.m. at Daniel Auditorium.
"Sly Fox" was written by Larry Gelbert,
the creator of the television series
M*A*S*H, and is a loose adaptation of the
Elizabethan comedy "Volpone" by Ben
Jonson.
The plot revolves around a miserly
wizard, Foxwell J. Sly and his sewart and
apprentice Simon Able, who make the townspeople believe Sly is about to die and leave

behind his enormous wealth. The play becomes a competition to see who can be
named sole heir to the fortune.
The character roles offer acting opportunities for both males and females, and no
experience is needed. Positions are also
available for technicians.
Further information can be obtained
from Dr. Ray Sawyer at 309 Strode Tower.
There will be a general meeting of the
Players on Jan. 17 at 6:30 in Daniel
Auditorium.

The pieces in the collection have "evolved"
over a five-year period. Some of the earlier
works are experiments in color and line,
done on paper with acrylic or mixed media.
Some of the more recent works in the collection, however, have employed a wider
variety of materials which make use of
"physical as well as visual tactile qualities."
Phil Vander Weg says that if he had to
choose an occupation other than being an

artist, he would enjoy sailing because, like
painting and sculpting, it "involves, a
number of senses simultaneously."
Upcoming events at the gallery include an
exhibit of works by contemporary sculptors
Tim Murray and Mary Mintich; works by
Murray feature such materials as wood and
metal, while Mintich specializes in plexiglass and stainless steel. The collection will
open on Feb. 15.

Artist Series presents
Joffrey Concert Ballet
by Jean Spitzmiller
staff writer
The Clemson Student Union will present
the third of its Performing Artist Series
Jan. 20 with the Joffrey Concert Group
beginning at 8 p.m. in the Daniel Hall
Auditorium. Appearing at the university
for the first time, the ballet group has
become active touring the nation and
building an outstanding reputation of vitality
and masterful techinque.
The Jofferey Concert Group is composed
of eight attractive and talented dancers who
perform with either taped music or symphony orchestras. The performance on Jan. 20
will last from one and a half to two hours
long with two intermissions and includes
the following dances: Hoist Suite, Peasant
Pas De Deux From "Giselle," Visions
Fugitives, And Now There's Three, and
Scott Free.
the dancers work out of New York City
and consist of three separate touring
groups, this one being among the youngest
and highly impressive. Their director, Edith
D'Addario works closely with ballet master
Jim Snyder to produce one of the finest and
most attractive ballet concert groups around.
The tickets for the performance cost $3
and will be sold between the hours of noon
and 5 p.m. Monday through Friday at the
Union box office (located beside the canThe Joffrey Concert group will be perteen in the Student Union). Any remaining forming several dances in Daniel
tickets will go on sale an hour before the Auditorium on Jan. 20.
ballet Jan. 20 in Daniel Auditorium.
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WANS

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION
Johnny Van Zandt
McGuffey Lane

Friday, February 5
8 p.m.
Littlejohn coliseum

Tickets % $7 and *6
AT THE UNION TICKET BOOTH
MONDAY 12-5
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SPORTS

Tigers split two conference games
by Keith Reeves
staff writer
The Tiger basketball team split a pair of
Atlantic Coast Conference games last week
to give themselves an 8-3 overall record,
and a 1-2 conference record.
On Wednesday Clemson traveled to
Atlanta and defeated Georgia Tech by a
score of 62-57. Then on Saturday, in their
first ACC game at home, the Tigers lost to
Wake Forest, 68-54.
Sophomore guard Marc Campbell
played well against Tech. He was five of six
from the floor, and had five assists. He also
committed only three turnovers in playing
over 30 minutes for the first time in his
Clemson career.
"Marc Campbell played as well as he has
played since coming to Clemson," said
head coach Bill Foster. "And we need his
steady play in the coming weeks."
Junior forward Fred Gilliam also played
a good game against Tech. He hit nine of 14
from the floor and led the Tigers with 18
points and eight rebounds. "Fred also
played extremely well in all phases of the
game, not only shooting," said Foster.

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

David Shaffer, 34, puts up a shot
against the Wake Forest Demon Deacons
in Littlejohn Coliseum Saturday. The
Tigers lost the Atlantic Coast Conference
game,
ime, ooo*.
68-54.
•

Consistent Vincent
Clemson's most consistent player so far
this season has been sophomore guard
Vincent Hamilton. He has scored in double
figures in every game but one this season
and is shooting 64.6 percent from the field.
His field goal percentage ranked tenth in
the nation coming into last week, and he

had the highest field goal percentage among
guards.
Against Tech he played his usual consistent game. He was the Tigers' second
leading scorer with 15 points, and he pulled
down four rebounds:
Foster was pleased with his team's play
against Tech. "Georgia Tech is a much improved ball club," he said. "We had to play
a good game to win."
The game against Wake Forest was a different story. Freshman Joe Ward and
Hamilton were the only real bright spots for
the Tigers.
Ward, a 6-5 forward, had his best game
as a Tiger. He hit seven of 10 from the field
and managed to score 16 points in only 24
minutes of play.
"I was happy with the play of Joe
Ward," said Foster. "He showed consistency on offense and knew where he was
going on defense.
"He had been having problems knowing
his assignments on defense, but he made
great strides last week. Guy Morgan only
scored one field goal in the second half
when Joe was on him."
Hamilton, the only Clemson player to
play the whole game, scored 12 points and
grabbed four rebounds.
Center Horace Wyatt, shooting 64.6 percent from the floor, continued his steady
play scoring eight points and capturing five
rebounds. The 6-10 senior is the team's
third leading rebounder and has managed
to score at least eight points every game this
season except one.
_

Two other Clemson regulars, Clarke
Bynum and Chris Dodds, have had their
problems this season. Bynum has scored
only seven points in the last three games,
and Dodds has scored only two.
Good team effort
Even though he was not pleased with the
game's outcome, Foster was happy with his
team's effort. "I will say that I could not
ask for more effort out of our players,'
said Foster. "We played hard and dove
after every loose ball. When we start
shooting better from the perimeter and hit
the boards better we will be all right.
"The only difference between the Wake
Forest game and the Georgia Tech game
was that against Tech we played consistent
basketball and against Wake we didn't."
When asked what was the difference between this team and the one that was so successful in Brazil this past summer Foster,
replied there were two main differences.
"We shot very well and played consistently while in Brazil, and we had
Raymond Jones playing with us." Due to
an ankle injury Jones has been red-shirted
for the rest of this year.
The Tigers now face the toughest part of
their schedule. "All our conference games
are tough," said Foster. "We must be consistent both mentally and physically. We
cannot have any more 15-minute shooting
droughts, but if we play consistently, we
will win."

Ladies endure rollercoaster week
by Cindy Powell
sports editor
The Lady Tiger basketball team got its
biggest win of the season last weekend then
countered with its biggest loss Tuesday
night to end a roller coaster week of Atlantic Coast Conference competition.
A 94-75 win over the seventh-ranked NC
State Lady Wolfpack and a 95-76 loss to the
Maryland Lady Terrapins gives Clemson a
3-1 record in ACC competition and a 10-4
record overall.
"The NC State game was our best in a lot
of years," head coach Annie Tribble said.
"I'd have to compare it to our wins over
Tennessee and Old Dominion last year.
"We played real well against Maryland
too," she said, "but we only had two productive players on offense—Barbara
Kennedy and Mary Anne Cubelic. The
game was a lot closer than the score indicates."
Clemson kept the game close in the first
half against Maryland and went into the
locker room with a five-point lead, 37-32.
In the second half, however, the Lady

Tigers lost control.
With 10 minutes left in the game the
Lady Terrapins had grabbed a 10-point
lead, but the Lady Tigers fought to within
one, 70-69, with eight minutes remaining.
The Lady Tigers' shooting went cold,
however, and Maryland cruised to an easy
victory.
"For the last eight minutes'they were absolutely burning the nets, and they shot 63
percent for the game," Tribble said. "We
only had two people producing and that's
the key [to the loss]."
Kennedy hit 20 of 29 shots for 41 points
in the game and Cubelic added 17.
Big victory
NC State jumped out to a four-point lead
early in the first half, but a three-point play
by Cubelic at the 17:49 mark put the Lady
Tigers on top, 7-6, and they never trailed
again. Clemson went into the locker room
at the half with a comfortable nine-point
lead 40-31.
The Lady Tigers extended their lead ovei
the Lady Wolfpack in the second half, go-

ing up by as many as 28 points before finally
settling for a 19-point victory, 94-75.
"We really put it to them," Tribble said
after the game. "We rose to the occasion tc
show we're up with the best.
"This is the best team I've ever had—I
don't know why people don't believe it,"
she said. "Maybe they will now."
Kennedy led the Lady Tigers in scoring,
with 34 points, and had 12 rebounds. Ciss>
Bristol added 22 points, Cubelic put in 1"
and Peggy Caple had 15. In addition th«
freshman Caple led the game in rebounding
with 17.
Lady Tiger Invitational
This weekend the Lady Tigers will host
the Lady Tiger Invitational. Clemson will
play Francis Marion at 6 Friday night and
Vanderbilt will meet Alabama-Birmingham
at 8. The championship game will be played
Saturday night at 8.
"We'll be the favorite [to win the tournament]," Tribble said, "but the last I heard,
Alabama-Birmingham was still undefeated
so it will be tough."

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

All-American Barbara Kennedy
comes in for a layup and two points
against Maryland Tuesday in Littlejohn
Coliseum.

Swimming teams open new year with wins
by Van Mattison
staff writer
The men's and women's swimming teams
opened the new year with wins against
Furman and Virginia. On registration day,
Furman lost to the Tigers by a score of
78-35 in the men's meet and 75-37 in the
women's. The men defeated Atlantic Coast
Conference foe Virginia, 71-42, on Saturday, and the women won 80-59.
Head coach Bob Boettner was pleased
with his teams' efforts. "We figured
Virginia would be one of the better teams in
the league," he said.

"At this point in the season we're working very hard. The team is very tired. We
came back on the 27th and had three practices a day," Boettner said.
- In the meet against Furman, the men captured 10 of 13 events and the Lady Tigers
took nine of 13 events.
Neil Brophy and captain Keith Emery
paced the men with double wins against
Furman. Brophy won the 200- and 500-yard
freestyle races and Emery won the 50- and
100-yard freestyle. Diver Ed Jolley won the
one- and three-meter diving events.
Robin Zubeck led the women with double wins in the meet. She won the 400-yard

individual medley and the 200-yard butterfly. She also swam in the relays.
Against Virginia, Brophy and Emery won
the same two events and Emery won the
100-yard freestyle event also.
For the women, Callie Emery won the
50-and 200-yard freestyle events, while captain Marcia Thrash won the 200-yard backstroke and the 400-yard individual medley
events.
With the victories, the men have won
four in a row after losing to fifth-ranked
Alabama in December. The men are now
5-1 overall and 3-0 in the ACC. The women
are 4-1 overall and 2-0 in the ACC. The

women's only loss was also to Alabama.
Boettner is hopeful about the remainder
of the season. He feels that the men could
win the ACC championships.
"It [the championship] will be a matter
of who gets their team to the championship
healthy," Boettner said.
Boettner expects the women to be competing for second place in the ACC against
NC State. He feels that North Carolina will
win the women's tournament.
The last home meet for both teams will
be against North Carolina on Jan. 23 at
1 p.m. The meet is in Fike Natatonum and
admission is free.
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GET YOUR CLEMSON
TIGER FOOTBALL
COLLECTORS' CUPS
•.<,

tit
•
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•

FREE
6 DIFFERENT CUPS IN ALL 3 COLORS GO INTO PRODUCING
THESE BEAUTIFUL, LIMITED EDITION, LARGE 20-OZ. CUPS
EACH CUP FEATURES A MAJOR TIGERS' GAME OF 1981
(THE YEAR OF THE TIGER) WITH AN ACTION STORY OF THE
HIGHLIGHTS OF THAT GAME-PLUS FINAL SCORE
READ ABOUT TIGER VICTORIES OVER
GEORGIA-WAKE FOREST-NORTH CAROLINA-MARYLANDSOUTH CAROLINA
THE ORANGE BOWL
THESE BEAUTIFUL CLEMSON TIGER FOOTBALL CUPS WILL BE COLLECTORS' ITEMS

HERE IS HOW YOU
CAN GET THEM FREE
2 FREE CUPS FILLED WITH COCA-COLA
^■■&|WHEN ORDERING ANY 14" OR 16" PIZZA .«__^
WfmS&fk
YOUR CHOICE
joBl^Et
3 FREE CUPS FILLED WITH COCA-COLA
WHEN ORDERING ANY 20" PARTY SIZE PIZZA
FROM CHANELO'S PIZZA
DINE IN-FASTEST FREE HOT DELIVERY-CARRY OUT

CALL US AT 654-6990
PIZZ AS - SPAGHETTI - LAS AGN A-SUBS - SAL ADS
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Grapplers defeat Hofstra,
win seven of ten matches
by Jim Gilstrap
staff writer
"This season should be a good season,
not a great season, but a good season,"
head wrestling coach Wade Schalles said
Monday afternoon before the Tigers'
match with Hofstra. "I don't feel that we
can compete with the top seven teams in the
country this year, but we certainly can compete with anyone else."
In the match against Hofstra, the Tigers
won seven of the 10 matches to grab a 29-17
win Victorious Tiger wrestlers included
Tod'd Starr in the 118 lb class, Jody Taylor
in the 134 lb class, Steve Babyak in the 142
lb class, Larry Gibson in the 150 lb class,
Chris Bajonavic in the 158 lb class, Howard
Lindstrom in the 190 lb class, and Bob Isola
in the heavyweight class.
The victory gives the Tiger grapplers a 5-2
record for the 1981-82 campaign, with victories coming over Toledo, Waynesburg
College, Wright State, Cleveland State and
Hofstra. The Tigers were also second place
finishers in both the Monarch Open and the
Southern Open.
Impressive showing
Perhaps their most impressive showing
came in the Midlands Tournament where
the Tigers finished 12th in a field that
boasted the nation's top 25 teams. Thus
far, the Tiger grapplers have suffered
defeats to Tennessee-Chatanooga, and
third-ranked Oklahoma State.
Schalles and his staff are quite optimistic
about the present Tiger wrestling program.
Returning from last year's 10-8 squad is an
impressive group of eight sophomores and
two juniors. The group is led by the

11

m

sophomore Ail-American Babyak (5-9,142)
whom Schalles calls his best wrestler. In addition sophomore Bojanovic (6-1, 158),
freshman Gouletas (6-1, 190) and 1980
Atlantic Coast Conference champion Isola
(61-190) are all forces to be reckoned with
this year.
"At this point, our kids are still young
and aren't physically mature enough to
overpower kids that are on the top five
teams in the nation because most of them
are seniors," Schalles said. "However, we
are improving, and our squad has tremendous balance plus extensive mat experience
that they lacked last year."
photo by Rob Biggerstaff

ACC competition
Schalles feels that North Carolina and
NC State are the squads to beat in the ACC,
but he is by no means counting out his
Tigers.
"North Carolina and NC State have
more depth and power than we do, but we
have better overall balance than both of
them," Schalles said. "We'll have more allconference wrestlers than the other two
teams, but they'll have higher placers, and
God only knows how the scoring is going to
come out in the ACC Tournament [Feb.
26-27, Chapel Hill, N.C.]."
The Tigers will compete in the Virginia
Duals at Hampton, Va., this weekend, and
they begin conference play on Jan. 29
against Duke at Durham.
"We can be good this year," Schalles
said, "but when these kids are juniors and
seniors, we definitely have a shot at cracking the top five or the top 10." Considering
that Clemson's wrestling program is only
five years old, that would be a tremendous
accomplishment.

Tiger wrestler Steve Babyak attempts to pin Hofstra's Tom Kecka in the 142-lb match
up. Clemson won seven of 10 matches Monday night to win.

SCOREBOARD
Jan. 1 through Jan. 13
Football
Orange Bowl
Clemson, 22; Nebraska, 15

Women's
Clemson,
Clemson,
Clemson,

Men's Basketball
Clemson, 59; NC State, 75
Clemson, 62; Georgia Tech, 57
Clemson, 54; Wake Forest, 68

Men's Swimming
Clemson, 78; Furman, 35
Clemson, 71; Virginia, 42

Wrestling
Clemson, 8; Oklahoma State, 39
Clemson, 29; Hofstra, 17

Women's Swimming
Clemson, 75; Furman, 37
Clemson, 80' Virginia, 59

Career Opportunities
in Engineering &
Manufacturing
Local Interviews
on

-SC
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^
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January 26,1982

Blue Bell, Inc., one of the world s largest
apparel manufacturers, has immediate
oneninqs in the Southeast and Southwest for
Industrial Engineering and Manufacturing
management trainees. Here's a chance to
train and advance in a growing Fortune 500
company. Our plants produce such wellknown brands as Wrangler, Jantzen,
Sedgefield and Red Kap.
The ideal candidates will have an undergraduate degree and be open to relocation. Six or
more hours of physics and/or chemistry are
preferred, but not required.
For Interview Appointment or More
Information, Please Contact Yo^Wwement

BELL, INC.

#
®

Basketball
89; Wake Forest, 62
94; NC State, 75
76; Maryland, 95

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Trailing the tiger

1981 football season is fairy tale come true
by Cindy Powell
sports editor
The 1981 football national championship—the first such championship for
Clemson University and the first-ever for a
team from South Carolina, and the Tigers
won it by going 11-0 during the regular
season, and by defeating the Nebraska
Cornhuskers 22-15, in the 48th annual
Orange Bowl.
Teams going from 6-5 mediocrity one
year to 12-0 perfection the next are stuff
that fairy tales are made of, but this was a
Tiger-Cinderella story with a new twist.
For the Tigers didn't rely on a magical
fairy godmother to make things right, as
had the Georgia Bulldogs the year before.
Instead the Tigers relied on themselves;
their rough, tough defense and their adequate offense to make things happen. And
happen they did.
The Orange Bowl victory typified it all.
The Tigers entered the game ranked
number one, yet a four-point underdog to
fourth-ranked Nebraska. But what the people who make the point spreads didn't
realize is that Tigers in orange pants are a
force to be reckoned with, even if they are
from the Atlantic Coast Conference and
made their way to the top by beating teams
like NAIA member Wofford.
Nebraska won the toss and elected to
receive. Three plays later, the opportunistic
Clemson defense, led by noseguard William
Devane, forced and recovered a fumble on
the Nebraska 28-yard line. Several minutes
later Donald Igwebuike kicked a 41-yard
field goal to give Clemson a 3-0 lead.
The Cornhuskers came right back on
their next possession, however, and drove

photo by Michael L. Puldy

All-America linebacker Jeff Davis, 45, and strong safety Tim Childers, 26, combine to
tackle a Nebraska runner during the 48th annual Orange Bowl. The Tiger defense effectively stopped the number-two ranked Cornhusker rush to play a big part in winning the
game, 22-15, and the national championship.

69 yards in eight plays to take a 7-3 edge.
Nebraska scored on a 25-yard halfback pass'
that the Clemson defense read as a run—
the only "trick" play of the five that
Nebraska was to attempt that worked.
Later in' the first quarter the Tiger
defense backed the Cornhuskers up deep in
their own territory. Following a quarterback sack by Tim Childers for 11 yards,
Nebraska was forced to punt and Clemson
took over on the Nebraska 42-yard line.
Five plays and 21 yards later Igwebuike
kicked his second field goal of the night to
pull Clemson back within one, 7-6.

The Tigers extended their lead to 12-6 in
the second quarter following another
Nebraska fumble, this time recovered by
Jeff Davis, who was later named defensive
player of the game. Clemson took the ball
over at the Nebraska 23 and seven plays
later Cliff Austin scored on a two-yard run.
The two-point conversion attempt failed.
Clemson led by six points at the half, but
it wasn't until the third quarter that the
Tigers took control of the game and proved
to the world that Clemson was indeed
number one.
On their second possession of the

quarter, the Tigers put together an almost
perfect drive that covered 75 yards in 12
plays. All-America wide receiver Perry
Tuttle got the touchdown reception, his
eighth of the year and a school record.
Meanwhile, the defense was holding
Nebraska's offense—ranked number two
in the nation in rushing—to just two first
downs during the quarter.
With 5:23 left in the quarter, it looked as
though Clemson had the game locked up,
and another field goal by Igwebuike, this
one for 36 yards, seemed to seal the Cornhuskers' fate as the Tigers led 22-7.
Nebraska was not through, however, and
any early Clemson celebrations ended when
the Cornhuskers put together a relatively
easy 87-yard drive that resulted in a
touchdown and a two-point conversion to
make the score 22-15.
But the Tiger defense dug in and didn't
allow Nebraska another first down. Meanwhile the Tiger offense contributed by controlling the ball until only six seconds remained on the clock. Key in the final series
was quarterback Homer Jordan, the offensive player of the game, who kept the Tiger
offense alive despite suffering from severe
dehydration.
Clemson won the game and proved itself
to the nation by beating Nebraska at its
own game. The Tigers tried nothing fancy,
instead they just played good, solid,
physical football. They used superior conditioning, a traditional Cornhusker strong
point, to wear Nebraska down. And they
relied on their running attack, another of
Nebraska's strengths, to win the game.
But mostly, the Clemson Tigers proved
to all who cared to see that'in 1981, football's top dog was indeed a cat.

NEW IN CLEMSON
COME BY TODAY!

PIZZA
Enjoy A Delicious Ken's Deep Pan
or Thin Crust Pizza, Pasta, Sandwiches,
Salad Bar, and Beer while you trace
the history of Clemson's Football
Tigers, displayed throughout the
restaurant! And entertain yourself
in our Multiple Video Gameroom
while dining in!
Dine In or Carry Out
251 Victoria Sq., College Ave.
Clemson, South Carolina

654-6323

Coupon-

Ken's Pizza
Buy one Ken's Pizza,
get the next smaller
size with equal
number of toppings
and same style,

FREE!
* One coupon per
individual customer.
251 Victoria Square
College Avenue
Clemson

654-6323
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Changes in attitudes reflected in newspaper
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
and Holly Hamor
managing editor
When the Tiger went into print in 1907,
the men who had worked to develop the
purpose and policies of the newspaper had
two goals in mind. One goal was to provide
a medium through which alumni could be
kept informed of activities at their alma
mater. The other was to fulfill their idea of
a college newspaper. The former is recognized years later when the masthead calls
The Tiger the "Official Organ of Clemson
Athletic Association and the Alumni
Association." The founding fathers also
aimed to keep in touch with what was happening in classrooms, shops, barracks and
"On the Hill."
To achieve these goals, the first staff
named as its alumni editor Professor A. BBryan. He was a Clemson graduate and secretary of the Alumni Association, and he
was considered the best inforrhed on the
whereabouts and movement of Clemson ■
men. Samuel R. Rhodes was the first editor
in chief.
From the moment the idea of a college
newspaper was conceived, the first Tiger
staff knew that other state schools would
soon publish papers, and each would want
to be the best. What they hoped was that
they and future staffs could maintain the
lead that being the first college newspaper
in the state had provided.
The first editorial said the Tiger's financial success was beyond question. The idea
was to provide a newspaper that could raise
money to help pay for Taps. It began as a
biweekly with a subscription rate of 75
cents. However, the first two issues were
printed on consecutive weeks, with the first
published on Jan. 21, 1907. The first issue
was delayed, according to The Tiger, because of the late opening of school that
year. While classes were scheduled to resume on Jan. 3, low coal supplies provoked
a decision to open Jan. 9 instead—the shortage caused by the coal company's inability
to get cars to ship the coal.
The early issues of The Tiger were
printed in Anderson and shipped by the
Blue Ridge Railway.
Shift in emphasis
Things have changed quite a lot since
then. The Tiger has, over the past 75 years,
shifted emphasis from helping alumni keep
in touch to being a student newspaper serving faculty and students. The Clemson University News and The Clemson World now
keep alumni informed. And although the
campus has expanded since 1907, The Tiger
staff still tries to cover the news in
classrooms, dormitories or wherever
campus-related events are taking place.
Despite its stated primary goal to help in-

About the cover
Shown on the cover are six
nameplates from issues dating from
1907 through 1982. They appear in the
following order: 1907, 1937, 1952,
1975, 1979, and 1982. All are shown
slightly larger than they appear in the
actual issues of The Tiger.

form alumni, The Tiger has, from the very
beginning, been a source of information for
all people connected with the campus.
Changes in Style and Content
The actual design of The Tiger this year
may not appear to be so different from the
original. The likeness is intentional. The
Tiger has tried in observance of the 75th anniversary to adopt a style close to that of
the first Tiger; however, page size and a few
other barriers were encountered during the
task, so the style is not exact.
But much more than design has changed
during the past 75 years. The front page of
the first issue contains only sports stories.
This trend continued for years, with a few
news stories occasionally creeping up to
front page. The front page eventually
developed into what it is now, one that emphasizes news.
For a period The Tiger also had no cartoons, but in 1912 the staff acquired a cartoonist named J. M. Drakeford. His cartoons often focused on sports and appeared
on front page. Drakeford's humor was
more than once directed toward the University of South Carolina. After Drakeford
left, The Tiger was again without cartoons
for awhile, with the exception of some illustrated section heads (and some cigarette
ads that could be confused with cartoons).
When the cartoons reappeared, they were in
the form of fun facts cartoons and editorial
cartoons.
Letters to the editor do not surface immediately either. Perhaps when they first
became prominent was under the heading
of Tom Clemson. The Tiger has developed
its format to the point where space is now
alloted for letters, and opposing viewpoints
are invited.
National news coverage is lacking in the
early issues as well, and it still takes a back
seat to campus news. The Tiger has found
its niche in covering campus events, some
that other newspapers choose not to cover
and others of interest only to students.
Because there are other media whose purposes are to cover national news, students
are not dependent on The Tiger for such
coverage and priority is given to campus
events.
Turn of events
National news took center stage,
however, in 1943 when the Tiger was forced
to look at the events determining the future
of both the University and The Tiger. On
May 12, the following was presented in the
editorial section:
This is the final issue for this
staff. We are not scheduled to
write this type of editorial for
another semester, but we have
a different kind of work to do—
a kind of work from which
some will return and others will
not.
We are not going to say
"30" as we ordinarily would
next January. We are just going
to say "Au Revoir" because
some day we wiU return to print
The Tiger once more.
We have enjoyed these few
months publishing "The
South's Most Interesting College Newspaper." We only
wish that we could continue to

For 75 years The Tiger has been a source of campus news for those affiliated with the
university. During those years, its readership has grown to 10,000.

do so for years to come.
It hasn't all been pleasure.
There have been hours when
the staff began to sweat . . .
Our pleasure in printing this
paper came from our principal
readers, Clemson students. We
thank you for your earnest
cooperation.
Until the war is over and the
peace is won—"Au Revoir."
Uncertain fate
The fate of The Tiger was uncertain, as
an editorial below these words recognized.
Those who remained at Clemson, both
faculty and students, would continue printing if possible, altering the size and production schedule as necessary. The next issue,
Oct. 7, 1943, listed staff members for that
issue only, with 10 names appearing and
none as editor. Twenty-six staffers had
been listed when The Tiger was last printed.
But two faculty advisers managed to keep
The Tiger in print: John D. Lane and B. F.
Goodale. Lane, who advised the editorial
side of the staff, served as editor at times,
and Goodale handled circulation. Throughout the next year, different names appeared
next to the position of editor, and one
week, as many as four were listed. The first
issue with the new staff provided an apology
for what it felt was an inferior publication,
yet the publishing continued in spite of the
lack of paper, students and college news. All
hoped that it would reach the Clemson men.
On May 12, 1944, exactly one year later,
the staff revealed in its closing editorial that
although names had appeared by the position of editor throughout the year, they had
no editor. They had no one qualified to permanently fill the position. Lane" served as
editor for the final issue.
Many other organizations became inactive during that period. There was to be no
more Taps until after the War. Blue Key
and other organizations temporarily ceased
to exist.
Rise to fame
In 1935 The Tiger announced that it was
moving to its first "executive quarters,"
complete with several typewriters and an
addressing machine. From this inauspicious
location and others through the years, the
paper gained strength and energy to become
a major force at Clemson.

From the 20s through the late 60s the
tiger pictured in the nameplate was accompanied by the slogan, "He Roars For
Clemson," As The Tiger began to tackle
the controversial issues of the 60s and 70s,
however, that slogan read "He Roars for a
Better Clemson." Later, the slogan was
dropped altogether, but the paper continued to cover important issues, and even
became involved in a few. In January, 1972,
The Tiger printed on its front page a quote
from an anonymous source which called
former governor John West a "son-of-a
bitch." When then-university president
Robert C. Edwards called for an apology
and threatened to shut down the paper, j
editor in chief Jim Walser wrote an editorial
strongly criticizing both the governor and
Clemson administration. The paper, of
course, stayed in print. Later, under editor
Dick Harpootlian, The Tiger printed a cartoon on front page of a button with a
flower on it which read F**K, with a caption reading *UC*. A similar crisis arose;
however, Harpootlian did issue an apology
for the incident.
The tone of the paper has calmed considerably since those days of unrest, yet The
Tiger still addresses key issues on campus
and nationwide.
Commitment
While The Tiger has concerned itself with
"roaring" for a better Clemson, it has
worked to achieve journalistic goals as well.
The Tiger is a member of two journalistic
journalism associations—the Associated
Collegiate Press, a nationwide organization, and the South Carolina Press Association Collegiate Division—and for many
years the paper has won key awards in
both.
Last year's papers earned The Tiger one
of 34 Five-Star Ail-American ratings given
by the ACP, and Tiger staffers won eight of
the 12 individual awards at this year's fall
SCPA-CD convention.
The purpose and achievements of The
Tiger have changed over the years as
Clemson has changed. What was once a
paper concerned with sports and alumni information is now a vital news source with a
circulation of over 10,000—the largest in
the state—and with, as always, a driving
commitment to building a better Clemson
by keeping students informed.
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Sports coverage dominates early issues
1907-1914
by Dana Hanson
editor in chief
When The Tiger was first published in
1907, the men who had worked to develop
the purpose and policies of the newspaper
had two goals in mind. One was to keep
alumni informed, and the other was to fulfill
their idea of a college newspaper.
The editorial appearing in this first issue
explained these goals and expressed a positiveness about the financial success of the
newspaper. The idea then was to provide a
newspaper that could raise money to help
pay for Taps, the college yearbook.
Subscription rates for that first year were
75 cents, and the paper began as a biweekly.
However, the first two issues were printed
on consecutive weeks. The first issue was
delayed, according to a later issue of The
Tiger, because of the late opening of school
that year. While classes were scheduled to
resume on Jan. 3, low coal supplies provoked a decision to open Jan. 9 instead
-the shortage caused by the coal
company's inability to get cars to ship the
coal.
Printing was done in Anderson, and the
papers were then shipped by the Blue Ridge
Railway.
From 1907 to 1914 sports stones
dominated the front pages, with news
stories occasionally creeping forward. And
for most of those years, no cartoons appeared in The Tiger. It was not until 1912,
when a cartoonist named J. M. Drakeford
joined the staff, that cartoons entered the
pages. These often appeared on front page
and like most other front page items focused
on sports. When Drakeford left, The Tiger
[ was once again without a cartoonist.
Stories on technology and advancement
during those years bring to readers today a
new meaning to the words "back to
basics." For example, one of the early
issues tells about a new power plant to be
built in the area. With its boiler and engine

rooms, the plant, it was then said, would
probably be the most unique, up-to-date
one in the South.
In another edition a new pump station
that would help do away with water famines
that were faced is written about. Still other
issues talk about the establishment of high
schools in South Carolina, experiments
with color photography and adding paved
streets and sidewalks to campus.
Enrollment figures were present in early
as well as present issues of The Tiger. For
instance, during the first year of The Tiger,
a story was done on the construction of
Barracks 3 and how the unit would allow
enrollment to increase from 650 to 850.
And though enrollment figures were
significantly lower than they are now, a
year after that story was done another story
appeared telling of the dismissal of 306
students for what began as an April Fool's
prank. Apparently, the cadets decided to
leave campus and spend the day in
Pendleton. While the story notes that they
were quite well behaved during their visit
and not as boisterously as might have been
expected, when the students returned to
campus, they were tried and dismissed.
Finally, Volume 10 contains a story on
the first Homecoming, one of the few
stories that even mentions the effects of the
war, at that time called the European War.
It says that while some 900 graduates were
expected to return, the low crop prices and
overall poor economy lowered the final
turnout to slightly over 400.

1915-1921
by Holly Hamor
managing editor
Although sports stories still made up the
bulk of The Tiger's content, the five-year
period from 1915 to 1921 was highlighted
by debates on Prohibition and accounts of
World War I.
In April, 1915, the Prohibition movement became evident at Clemson as The

T:
„,»„,i *v,r.t
.n^roi ctuHontc
wnulH
Tiger reported
that several
students would
participate in the South Carolina Intercollegiate Prohibitionist Association's
oratory contest. The story announced that
the local chapter of the organization was
carrying on the work "in great strides."
Clemson took second place honors in the
contest.
A later editorial on the evils of alcohol
further promoted the Prohibition movement. "Who of you have not seen the
helpless, swaggering eye rolling, lip lolling
and depraved creatures in the throes of
King Alcohol without an inner shudder of
repugnance? . . . Oh, noble friends, upright
men of you, how could you be so shallow
and so heartless as to laugh at these poor
creatures?" Throughout 1915 and into
1916, The Tiger continued to report on the
progress of the local Prohibition movement
as spokesmen for Prohibition addressed the
cadets regularly.
The vote for women was also a national
issue during this period; however, The
Tiger treated it only once when a suffragette spokeswoman addressed the
cadets. The story took a mildly indulgent
tone when Miss Eudora Ramsey spoke on
suffrage for women: "She was doubly
welcome, as she spoke far enough into the
first hour to prevent classes during the first
period—and who would not rather listen to
an attractive speaker fired with the enthusiasm and zeal for her cause as is Miss
Ramsey, than go to classes?"
The war in Europe came to the forefront
in The Tiger in 1917, and nearly f?very front
page contained some story related to the
war and its effect on Clemson. Several
soldiers' accounts of the war were printed
in The Tiger, and each time a Clemson
graduate or ex-student was killed or
decorated, the news found a place on the
front page. Slogans for the war effort and
rationing also began to appear on the front
page: "Eat fish—A good war dish," "Peel
thin and win," and "Fill all cans but garbage cans" are some examples.
The staff as well as the college itself was
affected by the war. In October, 1918, The
Tiger lost three staffers to the draft. How-

|I ever,
pver. in
in November,
November. six months after a service flag with stars for all the Clemson men
in action had been raised, official confirmation of the armistice reached Clemson. A
large celebration followed, complete with a
bonfire, singing, a marching band and "an
eloquent address" by Dr. D. W. Daniel (for
whom today's Daniel Hall is named).
After the war, The Tiger published a list
of Clemson men killed in action with an
apology for the incomplete listings
available. Memorial exercises were held to
commemorate the dead in May 1919, and
thereafter life at Clemson and the pages of
The Tiger turned again to news of sports,
dances, banquets and lectures.
There was also a whimsical side to The
Tiger's coverage. In January 1915 there appeared on the front page a list borrowed
from Life Magazine of the 10 most useless
things in the world: "Umbrella tassels, a
war correspondent, a gold pencil, advice,
wine labels? beauty aids, narratives by
returned tourists, buttons on men's coat
sleeves, a woman's 'no,' and peace talks."
Later that year, The Tiger covered a
mustache race taking place within the
senior class. "The Senior who violates the
rule by shaving his upper lip will receive a
vigorous ducking in the Horticultural
Grounds Pond. On the other hand, all
underclassmen, who attempt to sprout a
mustache will be ducked in the aforesaid
pond by a committee of five giant seniors.
The judges arc a bevy of young ladies headed
by Miss Robertson."
During this period a 75-cent subscription
rate was required of the cadets, and even
then The Tiger ran frequent advertisements
to persuade people to subscribe to the
paper. However, their message was a ^ittle
more forceful than the ones The Tiger uses
today. This notice ran in large letters at the
top of page 2 on Jan. 16, 1917: "The
business management of 'The Tiger' is trying to get the business in the best possible
shape. There are still a number of men in
barracks who have not paid their subscriptions—and they were due on November 15.
You know if you are one of these. If you
are, pay up this week in Room 300."

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY AERONAUTICAL ASSOCIATION
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Many campus leaders leave names behind
first satirical issue. The Buzzard forerunner
featured such stories as the preparation for
Christmas vacation and the consolidation
of Winthrop (then an all-girls' school) and
Clemson.
Another interesting topic of the 1920s
was the controversy over allowing Greek
organizations on campus. Evidently, some
Clemsonites did not like the idea of having
the organizations on the campus of a
military college. The board of trustees
voted in May 1927 to allow Greek letter
professional/honorary fraternities to
organize on campus. Phi Psi, a national
textile fraternity, was established the
following week.

were held in January at that time.
During the 1920s, the campus was
quarantined twice and closed once. The
first instance of quarantine resulted from
an influenza outbreak in January 1923; it
lasted three weeks. A year later, a quarantine was placed into effect because scarlet
fever was discovered on campus. Fortunately only one student was afflicted, and
the quarantine was lifted after one week.
Just before Christmas 1928, Clemson
cadets had a longer holiday because of
another influenza outbreak. The campus
was closed from Dec. 12 until after the
holidays.
In November 1923, the cadets were addressed by George Washington Carver. The
Tiger's report of the speech began: "For
the first time in Clemson's history a negro
spoke in the college chapel .... He is
probably one colored man in a million who
would have held the attention of Clemson
boys." The racism of the report was
characteristic of the times. It was nearly 40
years before Harvey Gantt became the first
black student at Clemson.
The college had a new president in early
1924 when President W. M. Riggs (for
whom Riggs Hall is named) died after a
severeattack of bronchitis while attending a
conference. Samuel Earle (Earle Hall)
became acting president, a position he held
until Enoch Sikes (Sikes Hall) was elected
Clemson president in 1924.
Clemson was besieged with fires during
the decade. After the burning of the "Ag
Hall" in 1925, The Tiger appealed for firefighting equipment. An editorial stated that
even the bravest firefighters couldn't battle
a blaze without proper equipment.
April 1, 1926, saw the publication of the

1922-1928
by William Pepper
associate editor
During the Roaring Twenties, Clemson
College remained a small military school.
The enrollment passed the 1000 mark for
the first time in the spring of 1922.
The Tiger reflected Clemson's small size
and the times. The paper continued to emphasize sports by devoting about one:half
of its front page to the coverage of the football team, "quint men" (basketball
players) and the baseball team. Typically,
the staff played the role of cheerleader.
This was not true on one occasion. In
September 1926, The Tiger was upset by a
poor performance of the football team and
the conservative playcalling of Coach
"Bud" Saunders. In an editorial, the staff
wrote: "We do not believe in swapping
horses while crossing a stream, but we
would feel much safer with a good swimmer." The following week witnessed
Saunder's resignation. The Tiger, in that
week's issue, expressed surprise at the
sudden change of events and wished the
departed coach luck.
of graduates and a column of jokes entitled
"Humor: Wise and Otherwise." An annual
contest, similar to the "senior superlatives"
usually found in high school annuals, was
held to select the "prettiest cadet," etc.
In the fall of 1922, the college changed
from a trimester system to the present
semester academic calendar. The cadets
seemed to favor the new system but were a
bit distressed that Christmas break did not
begin until Dec. 22. Final examinations

6"

1929-1935
by Michael L. Puldy
assistant news editor
The third decade of the 20th century
began at Clemson with 500 new students.
This increased the size of the college to
1307.
The Tiger began its coverage of the '30s
on Sept. 17, with Volume 26. The annual
subscription rate was $1.50, and phrases
like "Let us send The Tiger to your home or
to your girl" were used to encourage
readers to subscribe.
The people whose names grace the
buildings of today's campus were then
either students or recent alumni. E. W.
Sikes, president of the college, gave a
speech to the student body, on Jan. 21,
1931. Sikes talked about the three greatest
Civil War heroes, Lincoln, Lee and

11"

13"

Jackson. Later, in July 1933, Sikes made a
monumental move at the college by organizing the college into different schools and
saying the department heads should be called deans.
J. P. Littlejohn, for whom Littleiohn
Coliseum is named, was a student at Clemson during the early '30s. On Feb. 11, 1931,
Littlejohn was elected business manager to
The Tiger. Joe Kinard, for whom the
physics laboratory is named, became a
reporter of The Tiger in 1935.
And Frank J. Jervey, a member of the
class of 1914, returned to Clemson as "an
ardent alumnus and war hero." Jervey
received the distinguished service cross in
the world war.
The college, however, was not immune to
problems. Between January and March of
1931, the campus was quarantined for
cerebrospinal meningitis. Also, later in
March of the same year, the Clemson Post
Office was robbed by a masked pair for an
undisclosed sum.
On the bright side of the campus, on
March 11, 1931, The Tiger stated that the
Calhoun Mansion was designated for
restoration and was to be* opened as a
shrine.
In the '30s construction was another
topic on the minds of Clemsonites. In 1933,
a cornerstone was laid for a new P.E.
building; the college received an $800,000
loan by President Franklin D. Roosevelt for
two buildings, an agricultural hall and dormitory; and The Tiger received its first executive quarters along with several typewriters and an addressing machine.
By 1935, The Tiger's circulation was at
2000 copies (today's circulation is 10,000),
and the student population was 1503.
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World problems change lives of cadets
Campus organizations like the Block ner headlines in The Tiger, football in"C" and Blue Key were, according to The variably did—even in March. When the
Tiger, "tapping members" almost in- 1936 Clemson football team gave up 382 net
cessantly. And one professor made the yards to Alabama while gaining only 56 and
by Tim Hall
March 12, 1939, front page of The Tiger losing by 32 points, the Oct. 8, 1936,
features editor
when he conducted a taste test in order to Tiger lamented the "overrated" Clemson
judge the quality of the milk from over 200 team's loss. When the team won, headlines
In the late 1930 s the world was in the
goats at the annual contest of the S.C. spanned the front page.
midst of the greatest economic depression
Banks McFadden was setting records
Chapter of the American Goat Society
in history. In the United States millions
when
The Tiger reported that the whole stuwhilst
noting
for
posterity
that
"goats
were jobless and hungry. And the pessident body was going to board a train and go
stink."
mism of the era was compounded by the
Despite the Great Depression, Clemson to Greenville (all Clemson home football
renewed threat of global conflict.
College continued to expand. Construction games of the period were played in Sirrine
Thus, this was an era when Americans
began on a new agricultural building in Stadium in Greenville) for the Nov. 5,1938,
feverishly sought entertainment to escape
1936, soon after that the Feb. 2,1936, Tiger game with George Washington College at
from the realities of the period. So did colannounced that construction was beginning the exorbitant cost of 30 cents for
lege students. Therefore, many of the
headlines and stories in The Tiger during • on what is now the upper fraternity round-trip train fare and entrance to the
quad, as a senior barracks. Three years game. And when Tennessee soundly whipped
the late 1930 s concerned upcoming dances
later
The Tiger reported the construction of the Clemson football team in 1938, The
and balls. The Jan. 16, 1936, Tiger broadwhat is presently called the lower quad and Tiger asked whether or not Clemson was
cast the visit of " . . . genial Johnny
assured its new residents that they would ready to play football with the big schools.
Hamp . . . [and] his Kentucky Serenaders"
In the Aug. 14, 1941, issue The Tiger
live in "hotel style splendor."
at the midwinter dance series. The lucky
Additionally, a year later a contract was reported the appointment of Frank Howard
participant at this dance also heard
Johnny's cohorts—the "bewitching Kaye signed for the construction of a new textile as the new head coach of the football team.
But, football wasn't the only sport that
Kernan" and "personable Johnny building. New construction to the dining
was
noteworthy during the 30 s. The 1936
facilities
made
them
the
largest
mess
halls
MacAfee."
The Tiger heralded, front page, such and kitchens in the United States with a swim team captured the state championship
seating capacity of 2250 informed the for four years in a row, Savannah High
events as the "Military Hop," the Yuletide
Sept. 16, 1938, edition of The Tiger. School beat the 1936 Clemson Cubs in a
Dance, the Taps Dance, the Ring Dance
The Tiger reported the dedication of a heated basketball contest, the track team
and a myriad of other formal social events.
new fieldhouse (now the Holtzendorff YMCA won its sixth state championship in a row in
Nearly every major organization on campus
building) in the April 10, 1941, edition and 1937, and the Aug. 4, 1937, Tiger reported
had some form of social event prestigious
the
sale of bonds for the original part of the that IPTAY had nearly 500 members.
enough to make the front page—there was
even an Architecture Ball. More than 13 present football stadium four months later.
Ironically, some things about college
When dances, new construction, or the
dances were held during the Christmas
life seem eternal. The Jan. 16, 1936, Tiger
induction of new members didn't grab banseason of 1938.

1936-1942
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This 1914 Tiger ad shows jewelry
fashions have changed little—with the exception of medals.
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contained an editorial about the behavior
of students at YMCA movie and complained that the students in attendance were
acting "obnoxious." The editorial further
stated that townspeople, professors and
families were offended by the students as
they tried to watch the movie (shades of the
First Friday Parade).
Also in the same year students started a
movement to prevent the cutting down of
an old pine tree for construction
purposes,and vandalism of library books
became a problem with the March 16,
1936, Tiger declaring that a student who
would tear a library book is "not
a man fit to be in college." An April 6
editorial that year called for the establish-
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Human resources dwindle because of war
from page SB
ment of a cultural organization Gust as contemporary editorials lamented the passing
of one). In the same year Clemson College
asked for more funding from the state, and
an economist said the national debt would
be "retired before 1946."
As the Second World War looked nearer,
The Tiger began to take an international
outlook. The March 26, 19^6, Tiger carried
an article noting that then Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini was encouraging Italian
students to play basketball, rugby, tennis,
track and "other fascist sports." A month
later The Tiger carried an article about the
third annual anti-war demonstration by the
American Student Union that attracted
over 750,000 participants.
The Dec. 16, 1937, Tiger, reported that
"Hitler taxes single men to boost the
German birth rate," and the same issue
contained a report by a Greenville

newsman who_ survived the "vicious"
Japanese
bombing
of
the
American gunboat Panay. Sixty percent of
the college men surveyed in a 1938 study nationwide wouldn't go fight in Europe if
England and France were invaded, according to The Tiger. On September 29, 1939,
The Tiger published a front page editorial
to the American Nazi party to protest
receiving unsolicited materials from the
party. In 1941 The Tiger reported on the efforts of Clemson students taking part in the
British relief effort. Primarily though, The
Tiger published *» TVcember 11, 1941, plea
to students to stay calm and work together
to help defeat a common enemy and promised the victory would not "be an easy
one." Throughout 1942 The Tiger enthusiastically supported the war effort and
pushed war bond sales.
Whimsically speaking, the March 17,
1938, Tiger expected the college to have

two miles of paved roads by the summer,
and in an advertisement a track star attributed his "two record-smashing 440-yard
dashes in one day" to Camel cigarettes.
Finally/the Jan. 12, 1939, edition of
The Tiger reported that a Walhalla
family had promised their first-born
son to the Clemson College class of 1959.

1943-1949
by Cindy Powell
sports editor
The years between 1943 and 1949 were
years of change for Clemson University,
but despite various hardships, The Tiger
continued to report all the campus news—
from the effects of World War II to the announcement of the 1948 Booby King Contest to the victories of the undefeated 1948

football team.
War and its effects on Clemson soldiers
and students was the dominant issue from
1943 to 1945. Front page was covered with
stories about Clemson heroes such as Carl
Planck who "shot down a Jap Zero" in his
first aerial combat (Jan. 7, 1943) and
Roswell, a 1931 graduate who was fighting
"somewhere in Africa" (Jan. 14, 1943).
Editorials were generally of the proAmerican involvement and "Make the
world safe for Democracy" variety.
Strangely enough, though, little or no news
was reported about what was happening to
the United States overseas. Apparently the
cadets got enough of such news elsewhere.
The war resulted in shortages everywhere, and even a small college newspaper,
with a circulation of 5000, was not immune.
On Oct. 7, 1943, The Tiger tagged itself a
continued on 78
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from page 6B
"Wartime Issue" to be printed biweekly
and "published in spite of shortages in
labor, paper, students and the usual college
news."
.
The shortage in labor created the Tiger s
biggest problem, as one staffer after
another was called by Uncle Sam to serve
his country. Editors changed almost weekly,
and some weeks there was no editor at all,
but still The Tiger continued to be printed
in an attempt "to reach Clemson men all
over the world." It wasn't until March 16,
1945, that The Tiger again had a permanent
staff, and the wartime editions didn't end
until Oct. 5th of the same year.
The Tiger was not totally devoted to war
news during this period, however. A gossip
column called "Oscar Says—" told secrets
about all the cadets, and sports continued
to be played and reported on, although on a

7B

affects campus growth

limited basis. The anonymity of "Oscar"
was carefully kept, and his periodic revelation, due to graduation or the draft, was
given front-page coverage.
Finally in its Aug. 17, 1945, issue, The
Tiger announced the end of the war with
Japan with a front page story, "Cadets
Thrill at War's End," and Clemson University began to return to normal. (No mention
was made of the end of the war with
Germany.) A column called "Clemson
Heroes" during the war era changed to
"Man of the Week," and The Tiger became
more outspoken about changes needed at
Clemson.
In February, 1946, The Tiger, with the
student body's support, spoke out against
the class cut system in which every student
received 10 demerits for every hour cut. The
biggest complaint however, was the fact
that freshmen got 90 total demerits but
the seniors only got 50. Several weeks later,

the university changed its class cut policy,
allowing unlimited cuts for juniors and
seniors.
With the end of World War II came the
.addition of more sports and more sports
coverage in The Tiger. The baseball team
won the state and conference championships in 1947, and the football team was
undefeated in 1948 and winners of the 1949
Gator Bowl. According to The Tiger,
Clemson was not invited to the Orange
Bowl that year because of its "boring style
of football."

1950-1956
by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
Clemson in the early 1950s, with new
buildings, new courses, a new sports conference and coeds, rapidly started its

growth from a small all-male, military college to a major university.
In The Tigers of the period are a record
of the changes and a record of the pride, the
excitement, the regrets and the complaints
students had with progress.
Construction of new buildings often
dominated the front page. The start and the
completions of Bracket Hall in 1950; Clemson House Hotel, in 1950; Sirrine Hall, in
1951; Olin Hall in 1953; and Johnstone
Hall, in 1954 were all welcomed with praise.
Meanwhile plans for the Hartwell Reservoir
threatened to flood the western half of the
campus.
Of the new buildings Johnstone had the
greatest impact on campus life. The dorm
was liked by everyone, especially the occupants who referred to it as "the grand
hotel" in a 1954 article. Several changes
have" been made since then. The halls then
continued on page 9B

It might be a nuclear sub or a billion
Located in the Tidewater, Virginia
dollar aircraft carrier. At the Norfolk
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Mrs. S.M. Peters
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Norfolk Naval Shipyard
A General Information Meeting will be held on
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SHORT COURSES 1982
Short Courses is a program developed by the
Clemson University Union. The purpose of the program is simply to provide pleasure in learning, opportunities for self-development and to open new
possibilities for living and doing.
REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Registration will take place at the Information
Desk on the loggia. Times of registration will be
from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. until courses begin. Clemson
students, faculty, or staff I.D. required. Spouses
may sign up on a waiting list and may be enrolled
in a course if there is a space available.
Additional information can be obtained by contacting the Program Office, Union Building, 656-2461.

i;l,

CPR
Tuesdays & Thursdays
February 2 & 4: First Session
February 9 & 11: Second Session
6:00-10:00 p.m. — $5.00
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is a combination of artificial respiration and circulation which
will keep a person alive should the heart stop due
to accident or illness.
Instructor: To Be Announced
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 15

ADVANCED CLOGGING & SQUARE DANCING
Mondays — February 1, 8, 15, 22, March 1, 8
8:00-9:00 p.m. — $6.00
Advanced clogging and square dancing will be
taught with an emphasis on Appalachian folk
dance. Students should have already taken the
beginning clogging and square dancing class.
Instructor: W. J. Nichols
Enrollment: Minimum 8 couples
Maximum unlimited
COMPANY DINNER FOR INEXPERIENCED COOKS
Monday, February 8 — 5:30-10:00 p.m.
The purpose of the course will be to instruct inexperienced cooks in how to prepare a simple,
well balanced meal, yet elegant enough to serve to
special guests. Participants will actually help with
the cooking and will eat the dinner they prepare.
Recipes, shopping tips, menus and entertaining
styles will be discussed.
Instructor: Ina and Harry Durham
Enrollment: Minimum none, Maximum 8
BEGINNING CLOGGING AND SQUARE DANCING
Mondays — February 1, 8, 15, 22, March 1, 8
7:00-8:00 p.m. — $6.00
The basic clogging step will be taught. Square
dance will also be taught, however, not western
style.
Instructor: W. J. Nichols
Enrollment: Minimum 8 couples, Maximum
unlimited
DARKROOM SKILLS WORKSHOP
Tuesday and Thursday — January 26, 28 (1st session); February 9,11 (2nd session); February 16,18
(3rd session)
$10.00
Learn the basics of developing your own black
and white prints.
Instructor: Julie Gehlken
Maximum 4 per session
SURVIVAL SEWING
Tuesday, March 23
7:00-9:00 p.m. — Free
Does your favorite piece of clothing need a button or need hemming? Learn to survive with only a
needle and thread.
Instructor: Lisa Harrison
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 15
WEIGHT CONTROL SEMINAR
Wednesdays — February 3, 10, 17, 24
7:00-8:30 p.m. — Free
Participants will be instructed in principles of
weight control that include diet, self-monitoring,
nutrition, and exercise.
Instructor: Mike Vinson
Enrollment: Minimum 10, Maximum 25
BASKETWEAVING
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday — February 8, 9,10
7:30-9:00 p.m. — $12.00
Express your own artistic nature through a" new
medium—basketweaving.
Instructor: Judy Nabors
Enrollment: Minimum 8, Maximum 15
INTRODUCTION TO BACKPACKING
AND EQUIPMENT
Tuesdays — February 9, 16, 23, March 2, 9
7:00-9:00 p.m. - $5.00
An introductory course to backpacking and
overnight camping.
Instructor: Peetie Carlson
Enrollment: Minimum 10, Maximum 20

INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE
Tuesdays and Thursdays
February 23, 25, March 2, 4, 9, 11
7:00-9:00 p.m. — $1.00 .
This course is for the intermediate bridge
player. It is a continuation of beginning bridge.
Instructor: Drew Smith
Enrollment: Minimum 8, Maximum 16
CAR MAINTENANCE FOR GIRLS
Mondays — February\5>22, March 1, 8
6:00-8:00 pj
This
5e\^l^help you save money by
teaching
perform basic car maintenance
procedures1
Instructor rerner Burkett
Enrollment Minimum 4, Maximum 10
FIRST AID
Tuesday and Thursday — April 13 and 15
6:00-10:00 p.m. — $5.00
This course provides the student with the
knowledge and skills needed in most situations in
which emergency first aid care is required and
medical assistance is not excessively delayed.
Instructor: To Be Announced
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 15
SOUND SYSTEMS
Tuesdays — February 2, 9, 16, 23
7:00-8:30 p.m. — $5.00
Basic knowledge of setting up and running
small and large sound systems will be introduced
to class.
Instructor: Chris Taylor
Enrollment: Minimum 6, Maximum 8
QUILTMAKING
Mondays — February 15, 22, March 1
7:30-9:30 p.m. — $15.00
A different quilting technique will be taught
each night. A list of needed supplies will be issued
upon pre-registration for class.
Instructor: Mary Ann Bagwell
Enrollment: Minimum 6, Maximum 15
BASIC PASTRY MAKING
Session 1: Monday, February 8
Session 2: Tuesday, February 16
5:00-8:00 p.m. — $6.00
Basic pastry making includes quiches,
desserts, hors d'oeuvre. Materials will be supplied. Students supply utensils.
Instructor: John Cotterell
Enrollment: Minimum 10. Maximum 20
HAMMOCK MAKING
Wednesdays
February 24, March 3, 10, 24, 31
6:00-8:00 p.m. — $25.00
Imagine a hot day under a shady tree swinging
in your hammock sipping a cool drink. Make tfiat
dream come true.
Instructor: Susan Wainscott
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 10
CROSSCOUNTRY SKIING
Tuesdays (7:00-9:00 p.m.) and .
Saturdays (8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.)
Session 1: January 26 & 30
Session 2: February 2 & 6
Session 3: February 9 & 13
$35.00
Students will receive a two-hour instruction lecture and will go on an all-day cross-country skiing
trip. Fee will include instruction, transportation,
equipment and lunch.
Instructor: Peetie Carlson
Enrollment: Minimum 10/session
Maximum 15/session
WINE TASTING
Wednesday, April 7 — 7:00-10:00 p.m. — $5.00
Do you know how to choose a fine wine? Come
and learn how.
Instructor: Keith Sweat
Enrollment: Minimum 15, Maximum 25
MY TOOTHBRUSH IS IN THE REFRIGERATOR,
SO IT MUST BE TUESDAY
Thursday — February 4, 11, 18, 25
7:00-8:30 p.m. — Free
Learn to organize your dormroom, your time,
and your budget all in the same course. You'll find
out what a difference it can make!
Instructor: Lisa Harrison
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 15
AEROBIC DANCE
Mondays & Wednesdays
Februarv 1, 3. 8*0-15, 17, 22, 24,
March
11QJK, 24,, 29,
29 31
5:30-J(B0^*ril^
$$$12.00
A m^viy^to exercise which conditions one's
heartwid lungs as well as toning muscles.
Instruoror: Jane Jones
Enrollment: Minimum 15, Maximum 20
ANTIQUES
Tuesdays — March 23, 30, April 6, 13
$1.50
Visit the largest varied private antique collection in the South during the second meeting. The
other meetings will be used to discuss what was
seen.
Instructor: E. R. Baker
Enrollment: Minimum none, Maximum none

BIKE REPAIR
Date and time to be announced — $4.00
Learn to keep your bicycle in,top shape. The
course will cover adjusting brakes and gears,
changing tires, and other general repair work.
Bring your own bike and tools.
Instructor: Beau Coxe
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 10
BREADMAKING
Wednesday, February 24
7:00-10:00 p.m. — $2.50
Enjoy learning to make homemade bread. You'll
find it is easier to make than you ever dreamed.
Instructor: Gordon Howard
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum 15
BRIDAL SEMINAR
Tuesdays — February 2, 9, 16, 23, March 2, 9
7:30-9:00 p.m. — $2.50
What exactly does planning a wedding entail?
Come and let a registered bridal consultant help
you plan your wedding.
Instructor: Helen Gaines
Enrollment: Minimum 10, Maximum 25
BEGINNING BRIDGE
Mondays and Wednesdays
March 23, 25, 30, April 1, 6, 8, 13, 15
7:00-9:00 p.m. — $1.00
The purpose of this course is to teach the fundamentals of bridge and play.
Instructor: Drew Smith
Enrollment: Minimum 8, Maximum 16
FINANCIAL AID
Monday, February 1 — 7:00-9:00 p.m. — Free
Aid opportunities will be described and how to
apply for financial aid for the 1982-83 year.
Instructor: Miriam Wilson.
Enrollment: Minimum 5, Maximum unlimited
HANG GLIDING
Fridays — Five different four-hour sessions are
being offered.
February 5, 12, 19, 26, or March 5
2:00-6:00 p.m. — $25.00
The first hour will be a classroom discussion of
equipment and flying, proceeding to short flights
in the remaining time.
Instructor: Frank Stroman
Enrollment: Minimum 3/session
Maximum 8/session
MAKE-UP APPLICATION
Thursday, March 25 — 7:00 p.m. — $1.00
Make-up application and skin care techniques
will be demonstrated. Cosmetics from Merle Norman
will be used. Learn beauty tips for your own face.
Instructor: Wanda Shipman
Enrollment: Minimum 15, Maximum 35
USES AND ABUSES OF SEX
Thursday, March 4 — 7:00-9:00 p.m. — Free
Introduces problems involving sexual decisions. Common sexual differences will be
discussed. A quickie course.
Instructor: Spurgeon Cole
Enrollment: Minimum unlimited
Maximum unlimited
HOW TO BUY A STEREO
Monday, April 12 — 7:00-9:00 p.m. — Free
Make sure you get a good deal by learning what
to look for when you are in the market for a stereo
or stereo equipment.
Instructor: John Kenney
Enrollment: Unlimited
WOODCARVING
Mondays — February 1, 8, 15, 22, March 1, 8
7:00-10:00 p.m. — $10.00
Learn relief carving, whittling, and carving in
rounds. Tools and wood types will be discussed.
Instructor: Edmund Bronklebank
Enrollment: Minimum 8, Maximum 15
RESUME WRITING & INTERVIEWING SKILLS
Thursday, February 18 — 7:00-10:00 p.m. — Free
Looking for a job? Take this course.
Instructor: Buford Trent
Enrollment: Minimum 20, Maximum 30
HOME BARTENDING
Mondays — March 22, 29, April 5, 12
8:00-9:30 p.m. — $20.00
The "Home Bartender" will gain expertise in the
following areas: planning, materials and equipment, drink selection, drink preparation, and cost
analysis.
Instructor: Russell Willingham
Enrollment: Minimum 6, Maximum 20
FIND YOUR ROOTS
Wednesdays — March 24, 31, April 7, 14
7:00-9:00 p.m. — $5.00
Individual help will be given in beginning your
genealogical research. All charts are provided.
Resources for information will be discussed along
with a field trip to the Clemson University Library.
Instructor: Mary Ann Montgomery
Enrollment: Minimum 6, Maximum 20
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Turn of decade marked by births and firsts
from page 7B
had tiles, the rooms had three windows and
the exposed birch wood closets had doors,
but the dorm is basically the same.
The reason it was so well received was the
poor condition of the.barracks that had
previously occupied the site. Although impressive on the exterior with their white columns, they were rundown and crowded inside. Demolition of the old barracks
prompted nostalgic articles in the paper, but
no one really opposed progress.
When women came to Clemson in
January of 1955, The Tiger frequently
made references to them but never came out
either for or against the end of the all-male
tradition. Only a few women, most of
whom had transferred from other schools,
attended Clemson that first semester, so
they actually had little major impact on student life in general.
Football was at a high point in the 1950s,
and it overshadowed other sports. Clemson
went to the Orange Bowl and to a Gator
Bowl. In 1953, Clemson and seven other
schools broke with the Southern Conference to form the Atlantic Coast Conference. The move had little immediate impact on sports since Clemson still played the
same teams, and little mention of it was
made in the paper.
Clemson was small then, a point emphasized by an article in 1952 that said the total
number of graduates had reached the
10,000 mark. Most everyone on campus
was known by name, so many times the
news was dominated by announcements of
personal honors. There was even a gossip
column on the editorial page.
Entertainment was not a regular part of
the paper, but any dance, or even the plans
for a dance, made the front page headline.

Features honored the local history, with the
Calhoun Mansion and the Old Stone Church
being the most popular subject.
In general The Tiger displayed traditional
views and values. Issues were dedicated to a
Religion Week and to Mother's Day and
frequently reminders to students to be
polite and to uphold the honor of the
"Country Gentlemen," which was what the
students were called, as can be expected
from a military college. The paper did not
disagree with faculty or administration proposals and rarely caused controversy.

1957-1963
by Van Mattison
staff writer
The Tiger turned 50 years old in 1957 and
during the following year the paper covered
the birth of two campus traditions—Tigerama and radio station WSBF. Tigerama
began in November 1957 and WSBF went
on the air on May 1, 1958.
In June 1958, Clemson President R. F.
Poole died and R. C. Edwards was named
Acting President. Edwards was later named
President and remained so until 1979.
The 1959 papers dealt with several future
topics. In February, The Tiger reported
that a campus master plan was underway.
Many of the recommendations of that
master plan are reality today.
The March 20 issue of that year had an
editorial urging the college to change its
name to Clemson University. The name was
changed four years later. An on-campus
ambulance was proposed in the April 10
issue; that ambulance arrived in September
1979. Fraternities on campus were discussed
in May; fraternities arrived 10 years later.

1959 was a big year for sports. The Tiger
went to two bowl games that year. They
opened on New Year's Day with a 7-0 loss
to Louisiana State University in the Sugar
Bowl. The Tigers ended the year at the
Bluebonnet Bowl with a 23-7 win over
Texas Christian. The Tigers would have to
wait 17 years for another bowl bid.
Big Thursday, the annual ClemsonCarolina game at the state fair, came to an
end in October 1959. The Tiger devoted its
front page to the passing tradition. Also,
that year, Banks McFadden was named to
the national Football Hall of Fame.
The 1960 presidential campaign came to
Clemson when vice presidential candidate
Lyndon Johnson made a whistle-stop during October.
Literary supplements appeared in The
Tiger in 1960 until The Chronicle was revived
in March 1961 after a long absence from
published existence.
The Tiger had a special Confederate
Feature Edition in the last issue of 1960 to
mark the 100th anniversary of Secession.
Several firsts occurred in the early sixties.
Clemson began the first doctorate engineering program in the state in the spring of
1962. Construction began on the first
women's dorm on campus in 1962 and
women moved in the fall of 1963.
In 1963 Clemson admitted its first black
student, Harvey Gantt. Gantt entered the
college in February to study architecture.

1964-1970
by Sha Sifford
news editor
During the years 1964 to 1970, The Tiger
regularly printed editorials, both pro and

con, on civil rights, the Ruby trial and in
the later years, on the Vietnam intervention
and war. The college was made a university
and ROTC was made optional.
For the Tiger much of 1964 was spent
covering the change from a college to a
university. However, this was also the year
the fall exams were moved from after
Christmas break to before. Frank Howard
celebrated 25 years as head coach, and
enrollment reached a new high of 4588
students. Tiger also showed that some
things, for some reason, don't change by
printing the editorial, "Student government
farce," about senate elections.
The Tiger first began paying attention to
Vietnam in 1965. The editorial "Tiger on
Viet Nam" was printed, as were the opinions of student government and student
political leaders. Two Vietnam questionaires, with responses from students and
professors, were printed on front page on
two consecutive weeks. The proposal for
the formation of Central Spirit was passed
and construction of Cooper library was
completed.
The years 1966 and 1967 showed an increase in interest and copy on Vietnam.
"Letters to Tom" became "Letters to the
' Editors," which in later years was to
become "Letters to the Editor." The administration banned the annual Senior Day,
a pre-graduation day of senior celebration,
which had been a custom for many years.
These two years were a busy time culturally
with the introduction of the Calhoun
•Literary Society Review and area educational TV, plus the National Players presentation of Romeo and Juliet.
The year 1968 was a politically active one
for the university, at least by Clemson stancontinued on page 1 IB

FRESHMEN—WELCOME
TOTHE

WILD BLUE YONDER,
Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet—more aircraft, in fact, than
any other service!
If you truly want to fly with the brave
—seek out the Army's Air Cavalry. Out
front, leading the way—flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen—at
the controls of the world's most sophisticated attack helicopter.
You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrating the actions of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness—this kind of experience is
what employers are looking for.
Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Clemson Army ROTC can prepare
you for this and other challenging
positions of responsibility.

ARMY ROTC

for information contact
Cpt. Gary Graber
656-3107/3108
Under Harcombe Dining Hall
next to the Post Office
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Fast... Free
Delivery
654-3082

Tiger Pie is #1 - same as
the Clemson Tigers! It is
a spicy combination of
mushrooms and
pepperoni piled over layers
of 100% real dairy cheese.
All together this pizza is
nothing less than the best.
After one bite, you'll roar
for more.

300 College Ave.
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.

Tiger Pie is GRRREAT!
All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and Real Cheese
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.45
16" cheese $6.45
Tiger Pie
Mushrooms & Pepperoni
12" Tiger Pie $5.95
16" Tiger Pie $8.65

$1.00
Off!

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Hot Peppers, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .90 per item
16" pizza $1.35 per item
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax

$1.00 off any 16" Tiger
Pie.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1/20/82

$.50
Off!

Hours:
4:30pm-2:00am Mon. - Thurs.
11:00am-3:00 Fri.-Sat.
11:00am-2:00 Sunday
Limited delivery area.
Drivers carry under$10.00.
©1982 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

2 free cups of Pepsi
with any pizza,
just ask.

$.50 off any 12" Tiger
Pie.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1/20/82

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082

19969/5620

19969/5620
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Seventies find campus in state of upheaval
from page 9B
dards. Interest in Vietnam continued to
grow with a symposium being held by five
professors and a chaplain on the pro's and
con's of the war politically, militarily and
morally. An expose on drug use on campus
was printed on February 9, and in early
December a group of white students threw a
bomb in a black student's room.
January of 1969 marked the end of the
erasable "F" whereby freshmen were
shown forgiveness for any failing grades by
not including F's in the calculation of a
freshman's GPR. Co-ed's were given a
limited "no-hour" curfew, and all male
freshmen were housed in Johnstone. The
first black athlete arrived in July and Frank
Howard resigned as head coach in December.
ROTC was made optional in March and the
first of seven Vietnam moratoriums on
campus was held that fall.

1971-1975
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
The Tiger saw the beginning of 1971 as a
volatile time, being threatened with termination if a potentially slanderous quote was
not retracted. A possible last editorial was
written, a retraction was made, and a
decade later, The Tiger is still in print.
The first issue of 1971 headlined the student government's threat to resign if the
administration did not acknowledge them
as a viable ruling body. Walter Cox, vice
president of student affairs, was reported as
saying that their resignation would not help
their efforts at all and that they had to learn
to operate within their legal limits, just like
the rest of the university.
Later the same student senate tried to impeach the student body vice president for
not attending the senate meetings. He was
not impeached, but at the same meeting,
the senate condemned the student body
president because he said he would not
resign along with the senate.
This appeared to be the year of resigna-

tions, as the chairman of the Speakers
Bureau was reported to have resigned
because he believed it was impossible to obtain a conservative speaker for the price the
university was willing to pay.
Later on in this period the student senate
passed a resolution that favored reformation of existing marijuana laws.
Construction ran rampant, if not unfinished during this time period. The Alumni
Center was finally completed, behind its
construction schedule, and Rhoades
Research Laboratory suffered $1,000 worth
of damage in a lab explosion.
The university, after nine years of planning, realized that its existing plan for the
Student Union building was not feasible
and scrapped it in favor of building the
complex at its present location.
Jordan Hall construction was begun, and
to the amazement of everyone, Fike recreation center finally opened, way behind
schedule.
The fire department devised a new plan
to decrease fire alarms during this time, and
Clemson was alarmed to hear that Tates
Locke was found guilty of recruiting violations.
Plus students had to worry about abortions, birth control methods, Vietnam, new
mystic religions, the price of beer kegs, and
would there be enough housing, even if
there would not be a large freshman class.

tween students and the administration were
the censorship of the Chronicle magazine
for having nude photos in 1979 and the
suspension of concerts in Littlejohn Coliseum in the spring of 1980. Concerts were
resumed that fall.
In football the Tigers went to the Gator
Bowl two years in a row to lose to Pittsburgh,
in 1977 and to win over Ohio State in 1978.
The 1979 Peach Bowl was a loss for the
Tigers to Baylor, but as everyone knows by
now, the 1982 Orange Bowl gave the Tigers
the national championship when they beat
Nebraska.

by Priscilla Bunton
staff writer
During the late 70s and early 80s, Clemson students lived through two presidential
elections, Carter in 1976 and Reagan in
1980, but the national issue that concerned
students most during this period was the
Iranian hostage situation, when students
held a rally on Bowman Field in November
of 1979.
Students were also quick to protest campus changes such as the renovation of the
outdoor theater, which was to have been

college Jr. and sr. CHEM, PHYSICS, ENGINEERING AND MATH
MAJORS can earn over $900 a month, and a $3,000 BONUS
while in school as a part of the Navy's Nuclear Power
Officer Training Program. Excellent GPA a prerequisite,
(min 3.3 GPA for Jr's, 3.0 for srs). For details Call
Toll Free 1-800-922-2824. (In GA Call Collect, 18031765-5991.)

Congratulations To The
Clemson TIGERS!

Although the message behind this 1951 cartoon still holds true, issues have changed
at Clemson, and The Tiger has changed along with them.
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resurfaced in pink brick, but President
Edwards halted those plans in the fall of
1977.
Renovations which did not get protested
during this period were the renovations of
Tillman Hall and Sirrine. New construction
also added Calhoun Courts, the new student apartment complex, and a new fire station to the campus.
In administrative changes, university
president R. C. Edwards retired, after serving in this office since 1958. Bill L. Atchley
was named as the new president in February
1979 and took office that summer.
Some of the more controversial issues be-

EXTERIOR DECAL
-ACC CHAMPS
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-NCAA CHAMPS
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This 4" x 51/4" decal is in three opaque
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screened on transparent vinyl for exterior use.
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AND CANTEEN
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Campus changes with arrival of women
by Jennifer Lloyd
staff writer
Beginning with headlines of "Females Invade Agriculture Department, Assist in
Afternoon Lab Classes," Dec. 9, 1946 issue
of The Tiger, and ending with "Women
Making Steady Progress Toward
Equality," Sept. 21, 1979, The Tiger has
covered women since their arrival at Clemson.
The females that invaded the agriculture
department were two lab assistants. One,
Mrs. Cecil Frick, was married to a Clemson
student and the other, Mary Ann Blackwell,
liked "to teach boys more than girls, but
would not elaborate on the subject, other
than 'it is more interesting,'"(The Tiger,
Dec. 9, 1946).
In 1950, Clemson allowed women to do
undergraduate work during summer sessions. In 1953, school teachers were permitted to take certain afternoon education
classes. The Nov. 4, 1954 Tiger issue
reported 26 women enrolled in the afternoon classes. This same issue announced
the board of trustee's decision to accept
women as full-time students, beginning
Jan. 31, 1955.
The article stated that "requests have
become more and more plentiful for
women wishing to take technical courses.
"Officials approved this admittance of
women in the belief that it was the logical
thing to do," (Dec. 9, 1954 Tiger issue).
Majors available to women in 1955 were
agriculture, chemistry, education, engineering and textiles.
A Feb. 10, 1955 column, "Don't Get Me
Wrong But," by Lawrence Starkey wel-

comed the co-eds. Starkey believed that
"for the first time in the history of Clemson
they (women) do belong here."
Picke Collins in his article, "Co-eds in
Class Add Class to College Classrooms,"
Feb. 10, 1955, said that, "Now Clemson
has co-eds on campus, the school lacks
nothing. They, along with the new dorms
and buildings, make our surroundings complete. We will have more co-eds every
semester and maybe someday there will be
enough to go around." In 1955 there were
200 men to every woman on campus.
In 1963, the first woman moved into
Mauldin Hall. Susan Delony was appointed
the first head resident. That year women
were not allowed on The Tiger, Taps, or
Tiger Band. If they wished to wear shorts,
they had to wear raincoats over them.
The Tiger issue, Feb. 17, 1978, reported
the "Dorm Switch to Place Co-eds in
Johnstone Hall." Jim Denning, the
article's author, said that women were to
move from Cope Hall into Johnstone H
A-section and annex. Men were moved to
Cope. Manning Lomax, director of housing, said that "It became obvious last week
that we were not going to be able to accommodate all the women to whom we had
made commitments," Feb. 17, 1978 issue.
Students protested this change and circulated petitions, Tisha Barnhill reported in
the same issue. Mike Baxley, student body
president, was quoted in this article as saying, "I think the concept is good, but I'm
sorry people in Cope and A-Section and
Annex are going to be moved."
"Because he feels the men and women
are being put closer together, he said, 'I
would call Johnstone Hall a co-ed dorm.'"

ARMY ROTC BASIC CAMP
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

When the first women enrolled as students, little mention of the university's change
to coed was made. However, it wasn't long before comments like this were being voiced.

FACTS

OPPORTUNITIES: Experience six weeks of exciting, challenging Army life with students from many other campuses across the
United States. Upon completion, you may enter the Advanced Army
ROTC and earn a commission along with $2,500 during your last
two years of college.
LOCATION: Ft. Knox, 35 miles south of Louisville.
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the summer and still attend summer camp. The camp cycles begin
16 May and extend through 19 Aug.
TRAINING: Individual and crew served weapons training; Map
Reading/Land Navigation; Physical Training; Individual and Unit
Tactics; Communications; First Aid; Leadership Techniques.
PAY: Approximately $600 plus travel and expenses.
OBLIGATION: None. ^
SCHOLARSHIPS: Camp students may compete for two-year
full tuition college scholarships.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Call or come by the
Department of Military Science located under Harcombe Dining
Hall next to the University Post Office. PHONE —656-3107/3108.
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Agriculture and military give way to university
by Sha Sifford
news editor
On July 1,1964, Clemson College was officially recognized as Clemson University.
The Tiger began its coverage of this
Clemson milestone on February 7 of that
year with the top, fron page article, "How
does 'Clemson University' sound?"
In the article, news editor Bill Hamilton
wrote, "Clemson, known oficially for 75
years as The Clemson Agricultural College
of South Carolina, may soon become Clemson
University. If the name is changed, Clemson
will be the last Land-Grant institution in the
country to switch from college to university
status.
"Robert C. Edwards, Clemson president, and the state House, Education and
Public Works Committee have taken the
first steps toward making the change which
tentatively will take place July 1. The bill to
change Clemson's name must pass through
the Senate and House of Representatives
and be signed by the governor. At the same
time the change must be shown to comply
with the will of Thomas G. Clemson, the
College's benefactor. The court action is
necessary to ensure that none of Thomas
Clemson's descendants will be able to bring
suit against the College for making such a
change.
"Thomas Clemson's only living descendant, thirty-year-old Army captain
Creighton Lee Calhoun, Jr., of Raleigh,
N.C., however, says that he is fully in accord with the proposed name change. . . .
"In giving his reasons for wanting to
change Clemson's name Edwards said,
The accepted definition of a university in
America is an institution of higher education which is involved officially in both
teaching and research; which awards

bachelors, masters and doctors degrees;
and which includes one or more professional schools or colleges as parts of its
organizational framework. Clemson meets
all requirements of this definition.' . . .
" 'One of the principal arguments, therefore, for changing the name of the institution to Clemson University is that it will
recognize and properly designate what the
institution has in fact already become and
already is. A name should truly symbolize
the thing, and Clemson University would
truly smybolilze the kind of education already in existence here at Clemson.' '
The Tiger's reaction to all this appears
mixed. In an editorial misleadingly titled
"We ain't no college" on page two of that
same issue, associate editor John Coyle
retorically asks whether Clemson fits the
classical definition of "university."
"Does Clemson attempt to imbue in her
students that Knowledge, as defined by
Newman, in itself is worthy of pursuit?
Rather, does not Clemson champion the
idea that receiving a degree in engineering,
agriculture, or what have you, is our real
quest, that broader interests are a nice
hobby if you have the time?
"... Does Clemson really consider that
two brief surveys of literature, and one of
history, plus 15 electives (in the case of engineering students) sufficiently acquaint her
students with the vast fund of knowledge
that is our inheritance? When do we learn
of philosophy, the Greek classics, the literature of France and Spain, sociology, economics, biology, art and music? Again, do we
take these up as hobbies in our spare time?
If this is the reply, Clemson is not a university but is the provincial, little college
that she is sometimes accused of being.
"And what is more, where are the concerts, the lectures? No money is the reply.

Then funds should be diverted from building programs or, even more so, from our
athletic programs.
"To conclude, we have instruction, not
education.
"We turn out vegetables."
Coyle continued these thoughts, but in a
more constructive direction, in the editorial
"A university or only the shell?" two weeks
later. In it, Coyle states that Clemson, in
order to become a university in actuality,
must do more to stimulate the student in
areas outside his field of specialization, and
offers the implementation of a lecture series
and a drama workshop, and increased emphasis on and budgeting for the Chronicle
as methods for accomplishing this.
For the February 28 issue The Tiger went
to Columbia to cover the passing of the
name-change bill by the House of Representative A. W. "Red" Bethea.
According to "Bethea objects—House
approves: bill renaming Clemson College
passes third reading," " 'Red' Bethea is a
Clemson alumnus (class of '38), and in the

last couple of years has been sharply critical
of the College administration, particularly
President Robert Edwards and Dean Walter
Cox, who was a classmate of his. He attacked
the college's policy on integration last year,
and has also said he opposed the growth of
fraternities at Clemson as well as the switch
from a military school ten years ago. Recently
he has sharply criticized the bill to change
Clemson from a college to an institution."
Despite a six-hour filibuster by Bethea,
the bill passed by a wide margin.
"At 3:34 p.m., Wednesday, March 11,
Gov. Donald S. Russell signed the bill into
law which will change the name of Clemson
College to Clemson University." This was
the lead sentence of the March 13 article,
"Clemson's official status now becomes
'university'."
Furthermore, on the nameplate of this
issue, The Tiger, which had formerly
"roar[ed] for Clemson College" began
"roar[ing] for Clemson University," although the name change would not officially be recognized for four more months.
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First black student recalls campus integration
Editor's Note: The following article,
written by Jeannie Stowe and Anne Baxter,
appeared in the February 18, 1977, issue of
The Tiger.
Harvey B. Gantt, who 19 years ago broke
Clemson College's racial barrier as its first
black student, said in a special Tiger interview, "I wouldn't trade the entire experience for anything in the world."
Beginning his efforts to enroll in Clemson
while a freshman architecture student at
Iowa State College, the Charleston native
explained that he only wanted to come to
Clemson "to get an education.
"In the first place, I am a citizen of
South Carolina, my father is a property
owner and taxpayer, and I believe I have the
right to attend my home state institution."
(Ames Daily Tribune, Sept. 27, 1962).
Only after a two-year effort to be admitted, including a suit filed by Gantt against
Clemson College that he was being discriminated against where the Federal Court
of Appeals in Alexandria, Va., ruled in his
favor, was Clemson to enroll its first black
student.
Gantt first applied for enrollment to
Clemson in January 1961. This application
was refused the following August. He reapplied in December of the same year and
afterwards obtained legal counsel from
Matthew Perry, then a member of the
NAACP legal council.
In July 1962, Gantt filed suit against
Clemson College in the Anderson division
of the Western District Court on a motion
of preliminary injunction to compel Clemson to admit Gantt. On Sept. 7, the motion
was denied.
Matthew Perry, Gantt's attorney, then filed
a notice of appeal to the Federal Court of
Appeals in Virginia. Here the District Court
ruling was overturned.

The media were more interested in the arrival of Gantt on campus than were most
students at that time, according to Gantt.

Commenting about his arrival in Clemson, Jan. 28, 1963, Gantt said, "I didn't
have any unusual expectations of how I
would be treated. I knew it wouldn't be as
bad as Mississippi or Alabama because
people didn't want to see that happen
again. It was a big news event nationally."
The state highway patrol was used to
check all roads and intersections leading
into the immediate campus area. Students
and college employees were admitted to the
campus area only after presentation of I.D.
cards. News personnel were the only other
people allowed on campus that day.
"There were between two and three hundred people standing around when I arrived
from Greenville with my lawyer, Matthew
Perry. There were more newsmen there
than anybody. Patrolmen were following us,
and helicopters were flying above," said
Gantt. "It was a political victory."

Hungry Bull
Family Steak House

HI

HUNGRY BULL
FHHIM STEAK HOUSE

Gantt, considered by his Iowa State
academic adviser as "an outstanding and
well-adjusted student," entered Clemson
with a cumulative average of 2.9. He had to
take the S.A.T. and other achievement tests
to complete the application requirements,
and his portfolio had to be presented to the
School of Architecture.
Gantt attributes his initial interest in
Clemson College to an article on an Iowa
State bulletin board which listed Clemson
as one of 20 schools best for architecture.
"I knew it (Clemson) was segregated, but I
knew racial barriers were coming down in
many other white institutions," said Gantt.
"At Iowa State I was only able to come
home once a year; at Clemson I'd just be
three hours from home," he continued.
Of the first six months at Clemson, Gantt
said, "The architecture students were
friendly, but nobody was very personal with

me. No one ate lunch with me, probably
because of the fear of being ostracized by
fellow students. I didn't have a roommate, I
but I preferred this. I didn't want one, and I
the administration didn't give me one. It
probably would have been too much social
pressure for him.
"The teachers were professional. They
didn't appear to give me any special attention. There was no bias of the grades. I
made good grades at Clemson," said
Gantt. "Clemson is a pretty damn good
school toget an education.
"By the time I graduated in 1965, there
were six or seven other black students at
Clemson. We really didn't encounter very
many things that made it unpleasant for us.
Clemson had a reasonably fair administration," said Gantt.
"I only wanted to be treated fairly. I
didn't have much to do with the administration. I knew the architecture dean and professors very well. Like other students, I
studied during the week and partied like
hell on the weekends.
"I never have been a rah-rah type person.
I never went to basketball games, but I went
to the football games. I didn't date a girl on
campus, and I opted not to participate in
student activities because I might have felt
uncomfortable," said Gantt.
"I was a pioneer, and the pioneer role was
lonely, but I had enough self-confidence to
deal with anything. The danger of my position was that I could have become embittered, but I didn't.
"On my graduation day I felt a sense of
fulfillment and relief and sadness. I met
some people that I care for ev£n now. My
experience at Clemson was made more
comfortable by the black families of the
Clemson-Calhoun area and Seneca," said
Gantt.
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Radical views rise and fall with the times
by Sha Sifford
news editor
Radicalism at Clemson only proves how
little radicalism there is at Clemson.
The first incident of any kind to be
reported in the Tiger was in the April 15,
1908 issue in the lead article, "April fool:
the joke was on the boys." According to
the article, on the morning of April Fool's
Day, "at the sounding of the regular call
for early morning drill, about 310 members
of the lower classes, under chosen leaders,
let out a yell and ran pell-mell across campus, by all the officers on duty, and went
down the road toward Pendleton, S.C. In
the meantime, those members of the underclasses who did not go, together with the
members of the senior class and athletic
teams, formed and had a short drill. Call to
quarters was sounded, sentinels were posted
in the halls; a close inspection of barracks
was made.
The participants in the escapade marched
a distance of four miles to Pendleton,
where they spent the day. .It was to
be noted that the behavior of the cadets
while in Pendleton was very quiet and gentlemanly, and anything but boisterous and
unsoldierlike. The return about five
o'clock, of the runaways, had been wired to
several members of the corps that remained
at the college and was looked for with a
sense of curiosity by the cadets in barracks.
At retreat, an hour after their return, every
cadet showed up, and the only topics for
discussion were 'a big time in Pendleton,'
and 'what will be done with us?'"
The result was the arrest of all those involved while the Discipline Committee
questioned each one. The Discipline Committee then permanently dismissed 306
students from Clemson. The total enroll-

ment at the time was 687.
Another episode in Clemson radicalism
did not have as drastic results as the first,
yet its impetus was of a more serious
nature. On April 12, 1946, The Tiger ran a
front page editorial on the post-war draft.
According to the editorial, "The draft—
a crisis," "Quote Newsweek in a recent article, 'Congress has been thinking of an extension of the draft to CATCH 200,000 students when school terms end.' These
students are in the 18-19 age bracket
"According to the eminent engineering
authorities the United States is in dire need
of 50,000 trained engineers to maintain
progress and leadership in technical and industrial fields. It is an acknowledged fact
that the technical and industrial leadership
of the United States won World War II
"Russia and other foreign countries kept
their universities going at full speed even
during the war producing as many trained
men as possible. The United States did just
the opposite and stripped the country of
such men in the midst of their training and
appears to be set on carrying out the same
mad scheme now in the days of peace
"Any college student doing satisfactory
work to prepare himself for leadership in
technical and industrial fields should be
allowed to complete his education."
An editor's note at the end of the
editorial stated that the unnamed writer was
a "Veteran with combat experience as an
enlisted man."
The next semblance of Tiger radicalism
occurred in another war—Vietnam in the
sixties.
On November 12,1965, in a lead editorial
entitled "Tiger on Vietnam," The Tiger
made its first position statement regarding
Vietnam. "The Tiger supports the Vietnam
policy
We do not favor every aspect of

The '70s brought a decline of radical
movements on campus. Few students
showed up for this demonstration during
the Iranian hostage crisis, and those who
did were there out of curiosity.

the war in Vietnam, nor do we wholeheartedly agree with all the principles involved.
But since the Congress of the United States
deems it necessary to take a firm stand
against the Communist advance in that
small, seemingly insignificant country, and
since we are basically opposed to communism, we support the government in its
action in Vietnam. Whether or not our
policy there is morally justifiable and

politically wise will be for posterity to
decide."
This attitude would change, so that by
the end of U.S. involvement The Tiger was
decidedly against the war and actively stirring up activism against it in the form of
moratoriums, peace vigils, lectures, and
symposiums.
In the February 12, 1971 issue The Tiger
printed that all student senators, student
leaders, and court members were planning
to resign March 1 if differences between
Student Government and the Office of Student Affairs had not been settled. The
problems stemmed from the role of Student
Government as merely advisory, with any
real changes occurring through the administration and the Board of Trustees „
The problem was solved without resignations.
On March 4, 1977, in "Cox discusses
radicalism," Cox was asked
what
became of the protests, demonstrations,
and the radicalism that dominated student
life in the late 1960's.
"Cox replied that it seems to have disappeared and 'has been replaced with concern
about jobs and a resolve to "work within
the system".'"
Cox's memorial to radicalism seems to be
correct for the major radical events to
follow were not very radical. The first of
these two, the controversy over the renovation of the outdoor theater in 1977 involved
an estimated 1200 student turnout, and
resulted in a student victory. While the incident did involve a large percentage of the
student body, the issue at stake—the use of
pink brick—was not of far-reaching importance.
The second incident, the Iran protest during the hostage crisis, suffered severely
from lack of student interest.
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Columns entertain
by Susan Ellington
staff writer
Who am I? and why? What is the object
of my appearance all unannounced? What
am I good for? and what do I propose to
do? How often will 1 do it? and will it hurt?
The Tiger has gone through hundreds of
columns and hundreds of column writers all
working to answer E. T. Prevost's opening
reasons for beginning "Who's Who and
why" Jan. 11, 1913, column.
This early column set the stage for the
variety of fanatical writers all struggling
under different names to get their ideas and
humor across. "Loose Ends," "Not That
It Matters," Letters to Tom," "Pardon Us
for Living" and "Talk of the Town" handed
out opinions on just about everything.
"Talk of the Town," one of The Tiger's
longest running columns, was written by a
number of different staffers over the years.
Subjects ranged from girls to food to professors to themselves. One column contained
this little quip about girls, "'Music hath
charms to soothe the savage beast. . . ' but
nothing to compare with women." Another
statement in a column concerned complaints,
"We are under certain obligations to write

for each of these 'rags,' so you must grit
your teeth and bear it. Have you ever
thought that it might be as bad writing it as
it is to read it?"
Along with these columns another type
prevailed over the years, the joke column.
These included "Dingle's Jingles," "Garbage Can" (by "Gawge" Harrison, the
Trash Man), "On the Sidelines" (by
Headlinesman), "Jungle Jests" (by Shine),
and "Funny Time" (by Cloanings). Corn
prevails in the limericks, jokes, riddles and
gossip found in these columns. One example found in "Dingle's Jingles":
10 mills make one cent;
10 cents make one drink
10 drinks make one drunk;
1 drunk makes ten days.
For approximately 23 years another column ran along with these, "Oscar Says—".
Oscar showed up in January of 1933 stating
that "If there is any scandal or dirt going
on, he will find it out, and you will know it
when he does." This proved to be true, and until
approximately 1956 Oscar provided Clemson with gossip. Oscar, of course, was
changed occasionally. Sometimes he simply
retired, and other times he disappeared. On
April 1, 1940, April Fool's Day, Oscar was

—_—_____
'—
Oscar says, one ot the longer running columns in Tiger history, was easy to locate
because of its logo.

"stabbed" in his room. Luckily he gasped
out his last column and then was replaced
by Oscar Junior.
Some examples of Oscar's gossip are:
Oscar says that the cadets really get their
money's worth when they go to Doc
McCollums'. In addition to buying a darn
good penny box of matches, they read all
the current issues of Ballyhoo, Hooey,
Whiz Bang, and all the other literary
masterpieces.
Oscar says that the varsity gridders may
have had football in mind when they headed
for Atlanta, but they evidently had
something else to think about when they
stopped in Gainesville on the way back.
Oscar says that he (Oscar) is sorry that no
co-ed's are in this week's column. Don't get

blue, girls. You're constantly being observed,
and he (Oscar) is just waiting to throw some
trash your way."
The Tiger has published hundreds of
other columns along with these. In sports
some were "Jungle Lars," "Driblets of
Dope," "Sports by Rippelmeyer" and the
still existing "Trailing the Tiger." In
records and book reviews there was "Discovery," "Off the Record," "Platter Chatter," "Disc-pa-tion," "Book Leaves" and
"Book Marks."
Columns have remained a stable existence in The Tiger for 75 years. Their
presence has entertained bored cadets and
co-eds and given them something to count
on week after week.

Subscribe to
The Tiger.
$5/semester $9/year
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Cross Country Ski
with
Appalachian Trail
Outfitters
Highway 93
Clemson
Day trips: Jan. 16.23,30
Overnight camping:

-.1911
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Feb. 6-7.13-14

U( MASCOTS

Call or write for
information:

654-173?
612-AHwy. 93
Clemson. S.X. 29631
All equipment.
instructions and
transportation provided

CLEMS

Day trips
Overnight

Box 2097
Univ. Station
Clemson, SC
29632

Downhill
Skis
Atomic &
Americana
Ski Shop
Now Open
Hot wax &
Tune-ups

$35
$50

TIGERmania (or How 'bout them TIGERS)
Stitch your favorite TIGER FAN a Tiger from our collection of counted cross
stitch designs. The ACC MASCOT booklet contains "all the other schools"
plus two CLEMSON TIGER patterns. And with a purchase of the book we
will include a bonus chart of the CLEMSON TIGER I. Remember these
designs, when completed, can be matted and framed for your dorm room,
office, or study. Also with the use of waste canvas the designs can be worked
directly onto your favorite sweater, overalls, shirt, jacket, pocketbook,
etc. Be Creative and show your support for the TIGERS at the same time.
ACC MASCOT BOOK
BONUS TIGER CHART .
POSTAGE
TOTAL

$4.50
no charge
-40
$4.90

Send check or money order. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

JAflE ANLYfl CRABTREE
Original Cross Stitch Designs

Box 874 • Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062
.

654-3000

Budweiser Draft 25*
Mon. Through Fri.
11 a.m. 'til 5 p.m.
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Satire traditional part of college journalism
by Keith Mattison
entertainment editor
Satire and parody newspapers have long
been a tradition and a luxury in collegiate
journalism, and with The Buzzard and
April Fool's issues, The Tiger staffs have
had their share of the fun.
History of such issues is sketchy since
they are never mentioned in the lists of
achievements, and many times copies are left
out of collections of old Tigers, probably to
keep them from being mistaken for serious
papers. Still, they are well remembered by
the writers and the readers, even though not
all of the memories are fond ones.
At first the parody issue was printed
under The Tiger nameplate on April 1. The
oldest one recorded on the office microfilm
is the 1926 edition although similar papers
probably preceded this one. More recently
the issue has been printed as The Buzzard,
which usually appears as the last edition of
the year or the last one before spring break.
Over the years the humor has gotten
more off color and more caustic, but many
times ideas are similar. Earlier issues, when
the school was smaller, were able to pick on
individual students, teachers or administrators and still have the readers understand
the jokes. Buzzards tend to rely on twisting
existing newsstories and occasionally complete fabrication.

"Wave of Vice Sweeps Campus," the
headline of the April 1, 1931 edition, sums
up the theme of most parody issues. During
the days of the military college and prohibition, vice meant drinking, being lazy and
having girls on campus. The 1926 paper announces the start of Christmas vacation in
April, that one professor advocates student
drinking and that Winthrop girls will be
enrolled in Clemson. The 1931 issue is similar, with stories about police raids and stills
on campus.
Buzzards tend to support vice more with
its action than with its words since many
times it has been accused of being obscene.
Two years ago the editor of The Buzzard
was asked to apologize to several students
who felt offended. Often it is the small
jokes that were meant to be inoffensive that
■ create the most controversy, and the more
insulting articles are enjoyed by the subject
as well as the writer.
The purpose of comedy issues is threefold. One is to entertain the readers, a goal
that is successful since Buzzards are the
most popular issue. The second purpose is
for the staff to put into print, in one form or.
another, ideas that were inappropriate for
serious Tigers. The third is to raise the
morale of the staff on late nights throughout the year. Many story ideas come from
the pressure of writing a normal story when
the desire to make up facts hits a reporter.

Clemson Variety &
Frame Shop

' '*'
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It has been rumored that the Buzzard has been published sporadically since the late
1960s. However, the first satirical efforts of the Tiger staff date back to 1926, when the
first April Fools edition was published.

Comedy issues are a privilege that professional newspapers rarely enjoy, and preparing for them helps remind both reader

and workers that the staff is composed of
students who are writing more for fun than
anything else.

654-3000

120 College Avenue
(formerly Dobson's Hardware)
All your basic hardware items still available

Custom Framing
Glass & Mat Cutting
Ready-made Frames
Hardware
Housewares
Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30

Art Supplies
Sewing Notions
Cross Stitch
Balsa Wood
Craft Supplies
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Phone 654-1723
Welcome back, students, and Congratulations to the
Clemson Tigers, 1982 National Champions!

Kegs To Go:
Bud & Natural $41
Michelob $44
(No Deposit Required)
WELCOME BACK, STUDENTS

FLY NAVY

Vent Brush Special

colleqe student with over 45 SEMESTER or 60 QUARTER
£ours? you"ay qualify for Navy Flight Training through
the AVROC program.
The AVROC program:
Guarantees Flight Training upon Graduation
AND
ENABLES vou to gain time for pay purposes
Does not obligate you until completion of Aviation
Officer candidate school after college graduation.
A test is required, those who obtain qualifying scores
will receive an aviation screening flight.
Your Navy Officer information Team will be on
campus Jan. 19-21,1982.
To schedule an interview /test, contact your Placement
Office or Call Toll Free 1-800-922-2824.

Now only $2.00

AS a

(Reg. s5)

with any
full service

hairstyle
call us for an
appointment

654-7549
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Freshmen should be glad they aren't rats
Editor's Note: The following is a reprint
of an article by Richard Brooks that appeared in the Freshman Issue of The Tiger
1979.
Immediately preceding their tirst
semester of university life most freshmen
are told many frightening stories by well
meaning friends, relatives, and high school
teachers, of how difficult the adjustment to
college is.
This article does not concern what a first
semester freshman is to expect of life at
Clemson now, but rather what could have
been expected had that same student been
entering Clemson ten or more years ago:
Rat Season.
Down through the years The Tiger has
printed many incidents of upperclass "hazing" of Rats, or first semester freshmen,
as is common practice at most military
schools. The earliest recorded instance was
reported in the Sept. 26, 1935 edition of
The Tiger as follows:
' 'Every year somebody arises in the mess
hall and announces that the machinery over
at the dairy barn has gone phooey and that
300 gallons of ice cream will be given to the
firstcomers. Whereupon 600 freshmen
arise, take their slop buckets in hand and
dash over hill and dale only to find they
have been tricked. The custom is to return,
seek out the officer who made the announcement and toss him into the swimming pool."
At the time of this incident Clemson was
still a military school, and Rat season lasted
the entire freshman year. The duration of
Rat Season was later changed, as is evidenced by these regulations, passed in 1955
by the Student Assembly (a forerunner of
today's Student Senate):
1. Freshmen shall wear rat caps until and
through the Clemson vs. Carolina football
game. If Clemson loses, the freshmen shall
wear the caps until the Christmas holidays.
2. Freshmen shall beat the drum and
guard the statue of Tom Clemson for a
period of 24 hours prior to the state fair
holidays.
The Clemson-South Carolina football
rivalry was consumated each year at the

WNfmS..
state fairgrounds in Columbia. The game
was played on what was known as "Big
Thursday," and classes were dismissed
early in the week so that the entire student
body could travel to the game.)
3. Freshmen shall sit in a group for all
home football games and pep meetings. Attendance at pep meetings shall be compulsory.

JUDGE KELLER'S
STORE

4. Freshmen shall participate in traditional school yells and demonstrations in
the dining hall. The time for yells shall be
designated by the head cheerleader.
5. Male freshmen shall have traditional
Clemson haircuts.
(For an illustration of the "traditional
Clemson haircut" see. the above cartoon
taken rrom Tiger files of years past.)

Head Hunters
'HNRSTVLISTS —

quality merchandise
at reasonable prices since 1899
Downtown

654-6446

The freshman issue of The Tiger in 1958
carried the following announcement concerning "Rat Pacts," or, the rules of Rat
Season:
"All freshmen are required to attend all
the pep rallies. All Rats must know all the
school yells and the school songs. When
'Tiger Rag' is played, they must immediately run to the flagpole on Bowman Field,
chip some paint off, and take these chippings to their respective hall counselors."
With the coming of the '60s, some
reports are found of pep rallies that turned
into riots. The '60s also marked the beginning of the end for Rat Season.
The Tiger reported in 1967 that Rat
Season would have to be voluntary because
it could not be enforced without infringing
on the civil rights of the students. In the fall
of 1968 approximately 100 students did not
participate in Rat Season. And in the spring
of that year Rat Court, the body for "trying" those who violated the Rat Code, was
abolished.
Another important addition to the Rat
Season tradition was apparent before its
demise, the coming of coeds to the Clemson
campus. Coeds added that important aspect
to Rat Season known as panty raids.
Girls, however, were not forced to succumb to the rigors of Rat Season to as great
an extent as the male rats had. As one rat
was quoted in a 1967 Tiger, "Girl rats don't
do nothing. This should be changed."
Changes were indeed made, but in the
direction of de-emphasis on Rat Season
and, eventually, to phase out the tradition
altogether.
But for all the negative aspects that eventually caused the end of Rat Season, perhaps this quote from a student, found in a
1967 issue of The Tiger says the most about
the intangible positiveness of the crusty
tradition:
"I think that Rat Season is the most instrumental phase of freshman orientation,
because it creates school spirit, pride in participation, and gives the new students something to do."

Victoria Square
(Across from Post Office)

BlOW Cuts

Body waves
654-2599

Clemson

Special
Student
Prices!

LONNIE'S FISH HOUSE
654-3000

University Square Mall
across from Littlejohn

Start a Collection
From our Large Variety
of Imported Beers

ALL TYPES OF SEAFOOD
ALSO
SHORT ORDERS
(hamburgers, fish, salads, etc.)
5% Discount to Clemson Students and Faculty.

Family Style:
All you can eat of catfish, chicken, country ham, flounder $5.50
Open 4-10 p.m. Mon. - Sun.

Highway 93 between Clemson and Central
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Carolina Should Worry: Revenge is Coming!

Archrivalry coverage
spans seven decades
The Tiger from running cartoons about the
worthlessness of the Carolina Gamecocks.
Big Thursday was by now an established
custom, with Clemson and Carolina
meeting at the same time as the State Fair.
The game was called the South Carolina
Football Classic and was the highlight of
both team's schedules.
The last Big Thursday came on Oct. 22,
1959. "Gator Farr," a 1930 graduate,
returned for the last time to hold last
rites for a gamecock effigy. The editors
of the two school newspapers, The Tiger
and The Gamecock, had a bet, too. The
losing school's editors had to eat their
words in the form of a copy of their own
paper. As the Tigers won, 27-0, the
Gamecock editors got to eat their words.
In 1980, a different kind of challenge was
issued. The Gamecock put forth the dare
that the losing school's paper would print
the logo of the winning school on the front
page in a four-by-four-inch square. Clemson
accepted the dare and also won the game,
27-6. The Gamecock fulfilled their obligation accordingly.
In the years that Clemson has been playing Carolina, Clemson has won 46 games,
Carolina has won 30, and there have been
three ties. The game is now, the last game of
the season and still the highlight of each
team's schedule. As the end of November
approaches, few South Carolinians manage
to stay neutral, and even fewer want to.

by Betsy Russell
staff writer
The Clemson-Carolina rivalry began 11
years before The Tiger began publishing.
Clemson and Carolina first played in 1896,
when Clemson's football team was established. Unfortunately, Carolina won that
first game, 12-6.
The Clemson-Carolina rivalry was pretty
sporadic at first. The two teams didn't play
in 1901, and then the teams didn't play
from 1903 until 1910. As The Tiger didn't
begin publishing until 1907, the 1910 game
was the first one The Tiger covered. As
Clemson won, 24-0, the report was exuberant, and The Tiger commended the
cadets on their excellent school spirit.
Clemson won again in 1911, and The
Tiger faithfully covered the game. In 1912,
there was an article in the issue preceding
the game rating Clemson's chances of winning as good. There was never a mention of
the game itself, however. This is because
Clemson lost, 22-7, but The Tiger never
reported the score.
Beginning in the Oct. 11,1913, issue, The
Tiger ran a cartoon per issue, and
sometimes more, depicting the sweet
revenge Clemson would get on Carolina.
In the Nov. 8 issue, three pages were
devoted to Clemson's 32-0 win over
Carolina.
In 1915, the Clemson-Carolina game ended
in a tie for the first time. This didn't stop

S!-|:l
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in 1913 The Tiger issued a warning to Carolina, and 1977 criticism was directed
toward its coach. Both cartoons illustrate how the Clemson-Carolina rivalry has been
depicted through the years.

ik|_L SERVICES NOW AVAILABLE IN OUR CLEMSON OFFICE
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G2TKD
Beverages:

COKE, TEA, SPRITE,
MR. PIBB, TEA
large.
small

COFFEE
BEER

Sandwiches:

GYRO
i

)

2.25

seasoned meat, lettuce, tomato,
special sauce on pita bread

VEGIE

2.25

mushrooms, black olives,
onions, bell peppers, lettuce,
cheese, tomato, special sauce,
on pita bread

SUPER GYRO ........ 3.25
CHEESECAKE

1-25

combination of
both sandwiches

15 Different Types of Hoagies
FREE LARGE DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF
SANDWICH
BRING COUPON

Carry Out 654-3368

Located: Victoria Sq.
Clemson
Hours:
11 am to 9 pm Mon.-Thurs.
11 am to 11 pm Fri. & Sat.
12 pm to 7 pm Sunday

CLEMSON

FULL SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

BIFOCAL
SOFLENS
They Can Be Yours At A SOFT PRICE
OUR OTHER SOFT PRICES ARE
STANDARD B&L ONLY M69*

ASHGftWTSM Sof lens $50
WHAT IS A
GYRO ...V

UUSCH
TLOMB*/
^SOFLENS
(potymocoo)

additional
per eye

*Fees include exam, dispensing, lenses, care Kit,
1-Year Service Agreement is additional & optional

For your FREE TRIAL comfort demonitratipjjjlll
Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins. P.A.

YisionCentef
210 N. Pine St.
Seneca, S.C.

882-3338

118A College Ave. 110 N. Catherine St.
Clemson, S.C.
Walhalla, S.C.

654-7980

638-9505
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Sports play important role in Tiger's pages
by Cindy Powell
sports editor

Sports have always been an important
part of Clemson University, and for 75
years The Tiger has been reporting all of the
victories and some of the losses of various
Tiger teams.
In the early years sports were the big news
On campus, and as such, got front page
treatment in The Tiger. In fact, two and a
half of the first three pages of the first
Tiger, dated Jan. 21, 1907, were devoted to
two sports stories: Clemson's big 10-0 football victory over Georgia Tech the previous
Thanksgiving and "praise of last year's
coach, Mr. Cochems," who evidently left
Clemson to become the football coach at St.
Louis University.
Sports continued to dominate the news in
The Tiger as late as 1924 when seven out of
the eight front-page stories in the Nov. 5
edition were sports related. (The eighth
story announced the death of a cadet's
father.)
Despite its abundance, however, sports
news was not always complete. The Tiger
would build up a big game with South
Carolina or Georgia Tech weeks in advance, only to neglect mention of it after
the fact if the Tigers happened to lose.
Then, as now, Clemson students wanted to
hear only good things about their Tigers,
and during the early years, The Tiger obliged.
The Tiger departed from its policy of
acting as cheerleader on Sept. 29, 1926,
however, when an editorial appeared calling
for the resignation of football coach
"Bud" Saunders after an embarrassing
14-0 loss to Presbyterian College.
According to the editorial, "The time for
experimenting should be over. By now the
team should know what they are going to

The Tiger's opinion of Clemson sports isn't always complimentary as shown in this
cartoon that preceded the 1980 Wake Forest game and said, "Now ain't that cute! They
look just like football players."

do, and the coaches should know who they
are going to have to do it. We would like to
see some developments instead of continual
trying this and that to see how it works. We
do not believe in swapping horses while
crossing a stream, but we would feel much
safer on a horse that was a good swimmer."
Saunders resigned the next week, and
The Tiger expressed surprise and even a little sorrow at his leaving as they wished him
good luck in another editorial.
Sports columns are an important part of

BICYCLES
MOPEDS
HOBBIES
Service &
Sales

most newspapers, and The Tiger is no exception, as one sports editor after another
reported his thoughts about Clemson
athletics. The names of the columns changed
often, from just plain "Sports" to the more
creative "From the Pressbox" and
"Driblets of Dope," until February 1923,
when Joe Sherman began "Trailing the
Tigers." The Tiger has been "Trailing the
Tiger" on a weekly basis since 1937.
Clemson went to and won its first bowl
game—the Cotton Bowl—in January

Get in on
the latest
campus craze!
Student Night
at Pizza Hut:
Every Wednesday, 5-9.

Brand name bicycles at very
special prices for Clemson Faculty
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and StUdentS (I.D. Card required)
Save up to $100 on selected bicycles

TREK
RALEIGH

SCHWINN
MOTOBECANE
FUJI

We specialize in service, work you can count
on to be done right the first time at
reasonable prices. We have the only complete
Campagnolo Tool Kit in the state to service
your custom bike the proper way.

1940, and The Tiger gleefully reported the
victory, though sports no longer merited
Froht-Page placements.
"Clemson College's great team of allAmericans and future ail-Americans won
national recognition on New Year's Day by
beating a husky, tricky Boston College
eleven in the Cotton Bowl Classic in Dallas,
Texas. The score was 6-3."
In the same issue, "Trailing the Tiger"
considered the leading candidates for the
job of head football coach. (Previous coach
Jess Neely had recently resigned.) Assistant
coach Frank Howard was mentioned, but
immediately forgotten, since The Tiger
predicted that he would leave with Neely.
Howard proved The Tiger wrong, however,
when he accepted the position the following
month and remained as Clemson's head
coach for the next 30 years.
The Tiger became controversial again on
Feb. 14, 1964, when an editorial asked "Is
Howard A Has Been? Is His Program
Bull?" Apparently the Tigers had gone
5-4-1 the previous season, prompting the
columnist to write "He is a big fat man who
used to be a good football coach, and his
name is Frank Howard, and he lives at
Clemson, . . . and he produces mediocre
teams which aren't great anymore."
Howard, however did not break under
pressure as Saunders did in 1926, and remained as head coach until. December
1969.
In October 1975, the Clemson basketball
team was put on probation for NCAA
recruiting violations, and The Tiger
declared a "Paws for Probation" on its
front page. Indeed, The Tiger surprised
many people that week with its in-depth
coverge of the probation, proving that The
Tiger's policy is to cover all the university
news, not just the good news.
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What's better than the
Beach Boys, buttondown shirts,
or ice cold beer? It's Wednesday
night! Because Wednesday night is
Student Night at Pizza Hut®
when you'll save $2.50 on any
, large or $1.50 on any
medium pizza.
Get a taste of the latest
fad on campus. Bring your
student ID to Pizza Hut®
every Wednesday night from
5 to 9 pm. And you'll get more
pizza for less bucks. Because
Wednesday night is Student
Night at participating
Pizza Hut® restaurants.
MON.-FRI. LUNCH BUFFET
11:30-2:00
| MON.-TUES. DINNER BUFFET
5:00-8:00

THE GREAT ESCAPE

I

270 & E. North St.

Anderson

226-4579

(only 15 minutes from campus, next to Dillard Sporting Goods)

Also stores in Greenville and Spartanburg
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